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ABSTRACT

Student Perceptions of Campus i;n\ ironment

As it Relates to Iheir Own lixperiences and Institutional Perspectives

(June 2000)

Peter P. Smith

B.A.. St. Lawrence University

M.S. Hd. Hastem Illinois Universir\ (anticipated August 2000)

Chair of Thesis Committee: Dr. Charles liberly

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to examine students" perceptions of their campus

environment, including the physical architecture, landscaping, and campus layout at a

medium sized Midwestern public universitv'. The study included student explanations of

the photographs they took and a commentarv' on how they felt the campus environment

impacted students. More specificalh. this stud) describes these students" personal

experiences on their college campus.

Methodology

The reflexive photographic method was used to gather the information directly

from the study participants (Douglas. 1998). fhe reflexive photographic method was

chosen because it was a way to directly observe the perceptions of participating students

themselves through the photographs they chose to take. I he follow-up photo elicitation





interview was used after the photographs were developed in order to tlnd out from the

participants directly what the pictures were of and why they were important.

Major findings

Students tlnd different places and buildings important throughout the campus but

the reasons are often similar, fhere is also a lot of overlap as to what aspects of their

physical campus environment are valued. Students are aware of the places that are

important to their own experiences as well as the things that stand out on campus as

important to students in general. Within the student perceptions, many aspects of the

campus environment also serve as symbols of what the administration and the institution

itself is trying to say or seems to stand for.

Students are very aware of their physical environment. 1 hey are in agreement

that the oldest buildings tend to stand out as icons for the institution but they also value

the places that are significant to their owti experience such as where most of their classes

are held or where they live. The students also see the aesthetic conflict between the old

and the new architecture on campus.

The residence hails are important as the students" home but also as a

representation of residence life in itself because residential life is one of the biggest

contributors to the campus community atmosphere. Students perceive somewhat

different effects but they all agree that the physical campus environment has a very real

impact on students and more specifically, their own collegiate experiences.
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CHAPTI-R I

INTRODIJCIION

1 went to the woods because I wished to H\e

deliberately, to front onl\ the essential facts of life, and see

if I could not learn what it had to teach, and not. when i

came to die. disco\ er that I had not lived.

Henr) David Thoreau

Wajden- P-
'^"

I he en\ironment around us plays a very important role in shaping human

experience. The powerful impact of the ph\sical setting is especially true in the comple.x

and relati\ely close-knit communities created on college campuses. Thousands of

students are thrown together on a few acres of land for a period of about four >ears for

the shared purpose of gaining an education, it seems only logical that this small plot oi

land and all the physical elements contained within would play a vital role in the lives of

these students. Thoreau ( 1^7.^) wrote \igorously about the importance of his

surroundings. The significance of the physical environment is there whether inhabitants

choose to acknowledge it or not. Within the field of higher education, faculty and .staff

must take into account the students who ser\'e as the focus of our careers in education and

recognize the importance to them of the environment in which they li\e. study, and learn.

Statement of the Problem

The physical campus environment is the first thing people see when they visit a

campus even before attending, and ver) often the campus setting is remembered fondh

after departing a particular institution. Campus tour guides and admissions brochures are

carefulh poignant in pointing out campus aesthetics. The physical campus en\ ironment

is vital to the campus climate, school spirit, and overall institutional mission statement
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and purpose. However, the campus en\iR)nnient is often in need of more attention when

resources are allocated (I)ober. l'^^^?; (irift'ith. l'^94). The ph\sical en\ironmenl is taken

[or granted as a part of the academ\. hut to actualh achie\e such a colleuiate teehng. the

landscapmg. architecture, and campus layout must he consciously planned to support this

sentiment.

At the core of an> higher education institution's mission statement are the

students the institution exists to serve. When it comes time ft)r rent)vations. deferred

maintenance, or new facilities construction, student input tends to be minimal at best.

How can students be expected to be satisfied with and motivated to get their education in

the environment the institution provides if they are not consulted as to the purpose or

direction the development of that environment should take? Students are gi\en the

opportunit) and responsibilit) to pursue their own education at the gi\ en institution and

yet not trusted enough to help shape the face of that institution, it is time campus

administrators listen to the most important con.stituency found at any institution, the

students, fhis study not only directh sought input from students themselves, but also

demonstrated that they are ver\ cognizant of their surroundings and what is individually

and collectively important about their physical environment.

Purpose of the Study

Through the use of photography, this study generated information about the \alue

of the various and diverse areas of the physical environment on campus as perceived by

students. \\'hat buildings are most important to .students and why'.' Can a building itself

be important or is it only the e\ents that occur within it? What are the ph) sical attributes

of the campus that students admire and respect'.' Hopefully, this stud> will spark further
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studies and a new perspecti\e about how to evaluate not onh eurrent master plans hut

also aid the de\eIopment ot'tuture campus master plans hy showing the \alue ot student

input and need considerations.

Research Questions

1. Does the campus en\ironment impact college students" satisfaction with the

institution and their oxerall experience?

2. Do students recognize and perceive important aspects of the campus

en\ironment?

3. Do students think the physical campus environment has a direct impact on their

own experience at the institution?

It is theorized that a positive campus environment instills a sense of campus pride

and institutional satisfaction, and in turn positively effects the students" academic

performance and tendency to stay at their institution until graduation.

Limitations

1

.

The seven student participants were limited to twenty -seven photographic

exposures, which may be too many or too little to properly portra> the important places in

their personal experience on the given campus.

2. I'he indi\idual level of students" capability to explain why they took a particular

photograph may be varied.

3. The sample is chosen not from an entire campus population but from those

students with whom the researcher has contact. All were at least somewhat active

students on campus.
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4. The study relies on the participants" explanations of their pictures because the

photographs themselves are onl\ symbols of the important places. I he student

explanations are needed to understand \\h> the particular places are or were deemed

important and it is this \ariable information that is \itai lor the purposes of the study.

5. I'he photo elicitation inter\ie\v lacked specific probing questions about each

photograph and relied onh on what the participant felt was important to explain.

Significance of the Study

As time goes on. institutions are faced with many different obstacles such as

needs assessment for campus renovations and deferred maintenance projects, as well as

revenue generation from new students and retention of current students. I inding out

what students perceive as important can give insight into what will not onh bring

students to the institution but also make them satisfied enough to want to stay until

graduation. A comprehensive needs assessment should take input from all affected

constituencies (Upcraft & Schuh, 1996), but students" voice in these matters are often

quiet, if not silent.

When input from constituencies is not forthcoming, planning committees make

their own assumptions and move on without including a big piece of the needs

assessment puzzle. At Eastern Illinois University, the 1999 campus planning committee

did have a student representative and presented their proposed plan to the Student Senate

once, but they admitted themselves that the> received little feedback from the campus

community. Despite the lack of input, the campus planning committee still proceeded

(McMahon. 1999a. 1999b). Other than several poorly attended open town meetings, the
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campus planning meetings were closed to the members of the campus community

(McMahon. IW9h).

This stud> gathered direct information relevant to campus planning from the

student population. Prexious research seems to agree that students need to feel

comfortable in their environment and attached to their campus (Schu> ler. 1 996-1 997:

Yahres & Knight. 1995). I his stud> documents those things students found most

important to their experience and provides explanations for their importance in the

students" own voice (Douglas. 1998). Perhaps future research similar to this stud> will

help gi\e campus master planners and administrators a better idea of students" needs and

sensibilities.

Contents of the Study

This thesis has been divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 contains an introduction,

statement of the problem, purpose of the study, research questions, limitations,

significance of the study, and contents of the study. Chapter 11 contains a review of

pertinent literature. Chapter 111 contains a defen.se of the methodology used to obtain the

perceptions of the student participants in this study. Chapter IV consists of the student

perceptions. Chapter V is the analysis of the findings in chapter IV. finally, chapter VI

contains the conclusions.
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CHAPl ER II

REVIEW Ol THE Lli ERA lURE

An attractive campus landscape today is too often

thought ot'simpl) as a straleg) tor student admissions and

retention, not as something central to the educational

mission.

David Schuyler

(Shuyler. 1996-1997. p. 10)

Campus Attraction

Just a glance at a college view book and it becomes ver> clear what the institution

\alues through the depicted campus icons and other visual representations of the campus.

\'ahres and Knight ( 1995) suggest that the importance of the landscape is ver> much

related to the process of applying to college and impressing prospective students because

it may help them feel they could become attached to that particular campus. Whether it is

the picture of a special fountain, a distinctive building, or students interacting in a park-

like setting somewhere on campus, such pictures entice students to consider this place

home for the next number of years ("^'ahres & Knight. 1995). A survey of entering

freshman asked students why they chose their particular institutions, and the response

was that their decision was based mainly upon the campus" physical appearance (Boyer.

1987).

It is quite clear that admissions officers realize the importance of the campus

appearance, but ver> fev\ other people appear to recognize the importance of the

landscape to a college campus (\'ahres &. Knight. 1995). In fact "faculty members tend

to see money spent on the campus grounds as frivolous expenditures that would be better

spent on their own salaries or on Iibrar\ and computer purchases" ( Yahres & Knight.

1995. p. 21 ). Also, campus uproar over lack of parking often forces much of the greener\
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to be dug up and paved over (Vahres &. Knighl. 1945). (iritt'ilh ( 1994) argued that

higher education leaders need to reshape their priorities in order to create visually

pleasant and engaging campuses that facilitate both learning and relaxation. Brase (1987-

1988) slated that "onh an institution with an undemanding or non-existent academic

vision can afford to ignore the \va> that academic ideals, values, and character tlnd their

expression, or fail to do so. in the ph>sical development ot a campus" (p. 52).

Yahres and Knight (1995) explain that " in their attempts to accommodate these

conditions, attitudes and trends. man> institutions have created some new campus

problems" (p. 21 ). One such problem is an inappropriate development model that results

in a look of modem suburbia with lack of respect for the original landscape and spatial

hierarchy among buildings (Yahres & Knight. 1995). Another problem resulting from

poor planning and lack of attention to the campus landscape is the confusing traffic

patterns, unclear entrances, lack of campus maps, or clear routes to special destinations

on campus (Yahres & Knight. 1995). The landscape defines the flow of foot traffic

an> where at the institution (Yahres & Knight. 1995). In regard to traffic patterns, "every

campus should have a 'downtowTi" where students, faculty, and staff can gather" (Dober.

1997. p. 4). it is the landscape, at least in part, that helps to instill a student's sense of

home at the institution where they will spend several years of their lives (Yahres &

Knight. 1995).

Harrington <fc l.indy (1999) emphasized these findings regarding landscape and

the cultivated campus environment in a study that utilized reflexive photography to show

how students" awareness and knowledge of the physical facilities as well as the layout

and beauty of the campus facilitated their attachment. More specifically, the study
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examined the perceptions of college students after their tlrsl year at Southern Illinois

Universir\ (Harrington & I ind\. 1999). Harrington & l.ind\ ( 1999) explained that

students are complex thinkers that do not form their impressions of the campus lightly.

Among the resulting commonalities, the participants reported the importance ot the

phxsical environment, its beauty, and positive traffic How (Harrington & l.ind\. 1999).

Part of this sense of a campus home is supported b\ the details like consistent lighting.

pavement, signage, and edging (Johnson. 1993-1994). Ihe campus plan rnust be

complete because the environment should have a sense of order and harmony and that

comes from attention to detail like deliberate attempts to t1t landscape with architectural

design (Johnson. 1993-1994). it is especially important to use the natural attributes of an

institution's campus, be it landscape or exquisite architecture, and then tlnd ways to

enhance these characteristics with the landscaping (Dober. 1997). Poor horticulture

choices that make upkeep more difficult and have a short lifetime is yet another problem

with poor campus planning (Yahres &. Knight. 1995).

Despite the often low opinion of it. the landscape plays a usually silent but vital

role in the effectiveness of an institution and the students" learning experience and

retention. Coming unchanged from the original word, "campus"". Latin for "wide open

expanse of ground" or "level plain." the campus landscape is the adhesive that bonds the

campus and all its buildings together (White. 1923;\ahres &. Knight. 1995). it is within

this landscape that faculr\ and students often fonn lasting friendships w ith other facult\

and students as well as each other (Yahres & Knight. 1995). Harrington & Lindy ( 1999)

reported that among the positive results of their study, students appreciated the frequent

and meaningful interactions with faculty and peers. Students" commitments to their
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college experience are linked lo their level of inlegralion \\ ilh their social and academic

sellings (Sullivan. 1997).

The campus of Mount Holyoke college is an example of how an air of

thoughtfulness, scholarship and high achievement are obtained through deliberate use of

environmental hamionv. beauty, and peaceful and inspirational settings:

I'here is hannony among the buildings, the natural phvsical setting.

and the institutions mission which creates an impression of spiritual

power. One can always tlnd consolation in the beauty of the campus no

matter how difficult things ma> be. i he beauty and serenity of the lakes

and woods offer places for contemplation and thought. J'he campus

environment creates a tone of thoughtfulness. scholarship, and high

achievement (Kuh. etal.. 1991. p. 112).

•'Integration and fultlllment of needs refers to the extent to which there is a good

fit between the individual and the community such that individual and collective needs

are met"" (Berger. 1997. p. 442). Institutions in rural settings mosth create a social tie lo

the community at large, while institutions immersed in urban settings must work to

ensure a definite campus setting within the larger outer community (K.uh et al.. 1991 ). It

is important that the institution provide a supportive environment lo allow new students

to create ties to their social and academic surroundings (Sullivan. 1997).

Symbol of Institutional F'urpose

Brase ( 1987-1988) said that ""a campus's physical character (its forms, spaces,

styles, visual messages) provides the most tangible, direct, visceral and unsuppressable

expression of what an institution is all about"" (Brase. 1987-1988. pp. 41-42). Brase
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further suggested that universities ask themselves, "what do we value as s>mhols of

special signitlcance'.'" (p. 43) and "lo what places on campus do we first take our

visitors'.'"" (p. 43) with the idea that there are reasons that certain places answer these

questions. It is ver\ important that a campus visually portra> special distinctions.

accessibility, and the ideals and traditions upon which the institution was founded

(Brase. I'^ST-IQSS). (iriftlth reiterates that a campus should visually portra> a sense of

purpose, place, and qualit> as well as being a work of art that shows positive involvement

(Griftlth. 1994). it is also suggested that physical symbols are ver> important for

inspiration as long as they don"t intimidate by outscaling the human experience (Brase.

1987-1988). "institutional symbols call attention to important values and elicit feelings

of pride and identification"" (Kuh el al.. 1991. p. 93).

On one such campus, the University of Miami. Florida, administrators recognized

that their campus was not portraying the message of the institution's goals but rather

those of disorder and clutter and had a general lack of symbolic buildings or landmarks

(Biemiller. 1986). Like man\ institutions before it. the University of Miami staff offered

a contest to gain suggestions for renovations (Biemiller. 1986). Relieved from any kind

of physical or financial constraints, the contest entrants demolished undesired buildings.

built numerous monuments, sculptures, fountains, and dramatic campus entrances, as

well as planting hundreds of trees and reorganizing the entire campus layout to better fit

the design of the streets around it (Biemiller. 1986). This clearly shows that the

designers recognized the need for all these types of ph>sical landscape changes in order

to better represent the institution and its goals and traditions.
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Another important factor in the consideration of landscape is the view of. and

from, the special places on the campus, i he high point on campus is usually claimed for

the main academic building because of the views up or dov\n a given hill ((iriffith.

1^94). Some would sa\ that careful campus planning is important tor aesthetic value

alone but actualh it is much more valuable than that (Griffith. 1994). Many colleges.

including Cornell University in New York and Miami University in Ohio, have the viev\

written in as part of their campus plan in order to preserve such a valuable part of their

overall campus (Griffith, 1994).

Creating Community

Probabh one of the most important effects of careful consideration of landscape

and open spaces on campus is the sense of community that is created. "The importance

of community as well as a sense of order and direction are realized by connecting these

spaces" (Griffith. 1994. p. 648). Berger (1997) suggests that the students that have a

stronger sense of community will more likely be connected to the university. Cufaude

(1997) said, "we tend to associate the concept of community with spaces, places, and

people where we feel we belong" (p. 50). Strange ( 1996) said, "from the size, layout,

and design of its buildings, facilities and spaces... and from the nature of its traditions,

customs, and symbols emerge immediate and powerful impressions of whether or not

"this is a good place to be"" (p. 245). The spatial and physical characteristics of the

campus culture completely adds to the shaping of the students" style of life in college and

for the life to follow (Winchip. 1996). (iriftlth ( 1994) said that campus planners that are

consistent with their "outdoor paving materials and signage aid the visual impression of
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the campus as a unified community"" (p. 649). I.utlmann ( 1998) added. "If we want a

beautiful campus, our debate must be centered around community, not our cars'" (p. 4).

It is vitally important to the portra\al of communit> that these spaces promote

interaction, facilitate contact with others and be a place for conversation and relaxation

(Cufaude. 1997). The question to ask is how well do these spaces promote community

and do the spaces "retlect the different races, cultures, and interests of the individuals

who use them'!*"" (Cufaude. 1997. p. 50). Harrington and l.indy"s ( 1999) retlexive

photography study showed that three of the five themes throughout the photographs

studied included, "the university's physical environment"" (p. 18). the opportunities for

"interactions with faculty"' (p. 18). and "interactions with other students" (p. 18). Even

the type and set-up of furniture in a particular room or lounge can dictate how much

interaction and conversation is to take place (Winchip. 1996). Stanford is an appropriate

and successful example of how careful consideration and implementation of comfortable

little alcoves and courtyards encourage interaction of the students, staff and faculty, with

the result of an excellent sense of community on the campus (Kuh et al.. 199] ). Berger

( 1997) said, "shared emotional connection requires frequent positive contact among

community members so that personal attachment occurs between the individual and the

communit\" (p. 442).

Mitchell. Sergent. and Sedlacek ( 1997) describe the interaction of students and

their campus environment as campus ecology and suggests that the environment needs to

meet the needs of the students rather than forcing the students to adapt to a given

environment (p. 20). The successful student-focused institution allows its philosophies

and goals to influence arrangement and use of the physical ities on its campus (Kuh et al..
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1991 ). One suggestion is lo model the institutions spaces after the town square idea.

deliberately creating places for people to gather (Burlage & Brase. 1995). This might

lake the shape of an outdoor area in which students, faculty and staff, could gather and

socialize in a park-like setting or a carefulh landscaped plaza area (Burlage & Brase.

1995). If the park-like town square idea is not possible, the courtyard is feasible to

encourage interaction, with its fountains, greener), furniture, and sculpture (Burlage <t

Brase. 1995).

Cufaude ( 1 997) explained that a key point to understanding the creation of

community through the physical places, landscape, and icons, are to study the collector

points on campus (p. 50). Such spaces naturally occur and could be easih encouraged in

all support spaces where services are offered like vending, information, and other

amenities stations (Burlage & Brase. 1995. p. 32). fhese collector points would be

considered sociopetal spaces whereas spaces designed to keep people apart like librar\

cubicles are sociofugal space (Winchip. 1996, p. 341 ). .^n example of the importance of

this idea of collector points is a story of Northern Illinois University where there was a

parking lot that students constantly traveled through to get to another part of campus

during the day (Cufaude. 1997). In response to this discover., the university recognized

the value of this space and turned it into an outdoor campus mall with sculptures and

programming space (Cufaude, 1997). It is not just the use of outdoor space that should

be considered hut also those indoor spaces like those in the union, classrooms, residence

halls and the librar\ . "We can shape social behavior to a certain degree by the spaces we

create" (Burlage & Brase, 1995, p. 29).
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Impact of Archileclure

The campus design is powert'ul but more specificalh. the st>le ot" architecture can

shape a persons experience despite whatever the original intent ot the architectural

design might have been (Brase. 1^87-1988). Architecturalh speaking there have been

innumerable ideas on what types of buildings are best and why. I rederick I.aw Olmsted

( 1822-1903). one of the earliest and most influential campus planners, said that the

building, like the campus design itself, should not be too large such that it feels like a

domiitop*. but should feel like a smaller cooperative project with theme cottages or

houses (in Schuyler. 1996-1997). Many institutions have been forced to build their

buildings higher due to lack of space, hindering community development because

conversations and socializations are much more likely to happen horizontally on the same

floor than vertically between two different floors (Burlage & Brase. 1995). It is

unfortunate how architecture is being forced lo expand up because it partitions off parts

of the campus adding to the lack of communication, community, friendship and scholarly

collaborations that are increasingly important in campus life (Burlage & Brase. 1995).

Architecture should be used to support and visually exhibit the original value and

founding mission of the institution, such as the arches and spires of a Catholic founded

institution (Kuh etai.. 1991).

Olmsted suggested that the architecture needs to be an appropriately scaled

communil} unto itself as well as a viable extension of the surrounding community at

large (in Schuyler. 1996-1997). It is also important to be sensitive to the neighborhoods

within which the institution's property sits (Johnson. 1993-1994). Olmsted said, "the

campus should resemble a model rural neighborhood" (in Schuyler. 1996-1997).
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Keeping with this idea. Dober ( 1997) said that, "ever) campus should have a

"downtown" where students, faculty, and statTcan gather"" (p. 4). Coinpiimeniuig this

concept ot a downtown is the suggestion to keep central buildings within 10 minutes

walk of each other and to establish clear traffic routes that tosler participation m each

aspect of the campus community (l)ober. 1997). When looking at modernization of

campus architecture, it is vitalh important that campus planners use existing buildings to

the best of their abilities (McKinney. Missell. and lisher. 1994). Planners have a great

opportunity to save money as they take these viable older structures and just renovate

them, making an adaptive use of the buildings while maintaining their historical

significance (McKinney et al.. 1994).

Beyond a sense of community . another consideration for the careful planning of

campus icons is the messages involved or portrayed by each. Banning and Battels ( 1 997)

discussed the idea that physical artifacts represent culture and thus are ver> important

communicators of messages, fhere are four basic types of artifacts on a college campus,

including art. signs, graffiti, and architecture. Each of these can have ver> profound

messages that are either positive or negative. An is any number of displa>ed paintings.

posters, or statues seen throughout campus. Signs are somewhat obvious but are not

always carefully considered as to unconscious messages they might be sending. Ciraffiti

is the illegitimate signs around campus and may be installed on purpose or just scrawled

additions to existing signs or posters. Architecture has been mentioned often but can also

portray a very clear message as well. I'he heart of this concept is that ever\thing sends

messages if not overth. than subconscioush. and these must be considered carefully.

One example is that sculptures that celebrate a particular male sports achievement may
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displa> a representative male player and have him on a pedestal sending a possible

message of male dominance and superiorit> (Banning & Bartels. I9';7). Another

example is that a number of video games placed predominanth at the center of a main

tloor of the student union, might porlra)' a message that that institution values non-

academic endeavors (Winchip. 1996). it is suggested that these physical expressions of

design clearh demonstrate the institution's commitment to the campus communitx and

the lives of the students as well (Kuh et al., 1991).

I'he Power of the Landscape

Hannon (1995) argued that the level of power and control university maintenance

people exert over the environment sends a ver> clear message that people can just

manipulate the environment whenever and however they see tit without regard to long

temi effects. The relationship of the vegetation to the walkways, buildings, streams,

parking lots, and streets is ver> important and needs to be carefully considered. Many

messages are portrayed by physical layout such as a student's sense of comfort, campus

availability, and university pride (Strange, 1996).

In ancient times a king demonstrated his power by showing his control over the

environment in one way or another (Hannon. 1995). It is arrogant on the part of planners

to take the role of the original natural environment lightly and it is ignorant to accept the

artificiality of contrived landscaping. These environmental issues should not be taken so

lightly, considering the vital role that nature around us takes in regards to community

building, campus integration and identification and the idea that it has the makings of an

outdoor classroom (Hannon. 1995).
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'I'he instilulion's devotion to the stewardship of the environment and campus is

demonstrated through the condition of its htndscape (Johnson. 1 ^)9.'i-l'^^M). Architecture

can have messages or emotional impacts as well. The older or original buildings on

campus tend to evoke strong feelings of tradition, historic pride, and continuit> which is

wh> the> are often on the forefront of institutions" publications and the memories of

students and alumni (McKinney et al.. 1994). In regards to architecture, each

prospective, or even currenth existing, artifact or design factor on campus needs to be

carefully considered for its subconscious messages as well as its overt messages

(Banning & Battels. 1997).

The campus landscape design is also ver\ important to the educational process

and development of the students. Whereas architecture is an obvious attribute of the

campus, the landscape onto which the buildings are placed, including the vegetation, the

commuting routes, and site furniture, are usually given much less attention (Johnson,

1993-1994). Olmsted said, "together, the location of the campus and the design of

buildings and grounds were integral components of the educational mission" (in

Schuyler. 1996-1997. p. 6).

Haphazard design of any open area including excessive use of concrete pavement

walkways or conflicting landscaping can easily create a strong sense of coldness and

unwelcomeness. Unfortunately, it is often the case where the driving force behind

campus planning is the financial bottom line as opposed to the success of meeting the

needs of the students (Winchip. 1996).
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As tar as the la>oul. itself. Olmsted said that the common quad shape is

inetTeclive in that it restrains future growth and is generally intlexible. lurthermore.

Olmsted expressed that a well-designed campus was integral to the student's educational

experience (in Schu\ler. 1^96-1997). One vital reason tor this is thai ones physical

environment influences student behavior (Schuyler. 1996-1997). " I'he environment

cannot be considered merely as a container for human activity" ... hut "also an integral

part of human behavior, reflecting an institution's self-image and cultural health"

(Winchip. 1996. p. 340).

Campus planner. I'rederick Law Olmsted, believed in the "importance of outdoor

spaces for healthful recreation as well as the creation of an optimal setting in which

education, broadly conceived, would take place" (in Schuyler. 1996-1997. p. 1 ). An

institutions physical design and landscape should portra> or at least support the

academic values that the institution stands for (Brase. 1987-1988). "Attractively

landscaped fornial open spaces or habitats left in their natural form, as woods and gorges,

help establish a venerable campus identity, stir alumni sentimentalism. create a sense of

communit>. and curb escalating campus densities." as well as creating "a focal point of

beauty and interest" (Griffith. 1994. p. 648). loday. very few campuses use such stark

geometric patterns as the quad, and are aspiring toward a more naturalistic or park-like

atmosphere (Schu>ler. 1996-1997). One other consideration is the updating of site

furniture because very few institutions actually have site furniture that thematically

coincides with the architecture (Johnson. 1993-1994). Two pieces of this furniture that

are especially important in helping to set up campus character are lighting and signage

I^Johnson. 1993-1994). Dober (1997) said, "the American college and universit) campus
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lo me is a three-dimensional work of art. particular!) when we discover, detlne. and

articulate those unique characteristics that give an institution the physical distinction it

deserves (p. 6).

Cultural Representation

Mitchell et al. (
l')*^'?) studied the perceived and actual use. t'amiliarit\. and

comfort level of physical locations by first year students. The lack of cultural

representation through such environmental features as sculpture and painting, generally

cause African-American students to be less familiar with their environment than white

students. However, those African American students that did make use of different

campus facilities were much more likeh to stay at that school. "1 he absence of a

religious contact or reference point on campus is one of several potentialh alienating

factors (Mitchell et al.. 19^7. p. 26). Another example of students being left out is the

message that is sent to handicapped students by not having a student services window at a

wheelchair accessible height (Banning & Battels. 1997). A final example is holiday

posters and celebrations that exclude or at least fail to include certain cultures or

ethnicity's (Banning & Bartels. 1997). One possible way to consider the needs of the

minority groups of students is to tn.' perceptual or virtual mapping in order to evaluate

possible additions or changes to the campus, design, landscape, or architecture. (Mitchell

et al.. 1997). ".As we seek better ways of serving our diverse student clientele, a clearer

understanding of the students" perceptions of our services and of campus locations will

inform our efforts" (Mitchell et al.. 1997. p. 6).
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I he Campus I'lanning Process

As time invariabh goes on. even institution is faced with the realit> of

depreciation, demographic changes, and the general need to renovate and build ne\\

buildings and other campus capital projects (Filackwell. 1997). The important

considerations for a master campus planner are "the basic programming needs, including

landscaping, signage, circulation, preservation of historic buildings, campus growth

projections, and spatial configuration of buildings" (Winchip. 1996. p. 340). Strange

( 1996) breaks the characteristics down into natural features like location, terrain, and

weather patterns, and synthetic features like architecture, use of space, and the amenities

on campus.

One of the first things that need to be determined is who should comprise the

planning team from among the various stakeholders. Making the project a team effort

can help add to the success of the project and the individual constituencies" sense of

importance and voice in the project (Beaudin & i'aylor. 1996). "In a good physical

planning process, many participants are involved, and influence and authorit\' for the

results are diffuse" (Brase. 1987-1988. p. 42). 1 he planning team needs to be a diverse

group of people representing the professional consultants, administration, faculty,

governing board, and even the students (Blackwell. 1 997). Other useful people to consult

if not included on the team are members of the community, architects, engineers, bond

consultants, and demographers (Blackwell. 1997).

Once a diverse planning team has been formed. the> need to set up some goals

and objectives so they can come together on a shared vision (Blackwell. 1997). Some of

the goals might include the need to address the trend of overcrowding andor facilit>
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deterioration difficulties (Blackwell. 1997). Once the goals and objectives are

delemiined the planning team should outline the process from assessment to

implementation including prospective timelines (Blackwell. 1997).

The next major phase of the planning process involves assessment. This

assessment includes both the qualit> of current facilities and capital assets as well as the

needs of each and all of the constituencies (Blackwell. 1997). Some of the imponant

things to consider in this assessment are tire marshal reports, enrollment statistics,

architectural/engineering surveys, and aerial photographs (Blackwell. 1997). 1 here are

also specific studies that need to be done. "A space utilization stud\ should be conducted

to identitS existing space usage and area allocations... demographic studies and

enrollment projections are critical when analyzing the needs of districts with changing

enrollment patterns"" (Blackwell. 1997. p. 16). Site searches and real estate surve\s can

be ver> useful in analyzing university property and assessing proper space usage as well

as possible new locations to build. It is also vitally important to have a complete

understanding of the institution"s financial status. This means that "the existing bond

debt, current and future bonding capacit> . and any other construction funding

considerations must be thoroughly researched"" (Blackwell. 1997. p. 16). Long and short

term limitations to the construction budget should be determined prior to finalizing the

planning proposal and prioritv list and some helpful resources for this are business

managers, fiscal agents, and bond consultants.

Once there is an established possible master plan then the planning team must

enter the next four-part stage in which the> analyze the plan (Blackwell. 1997). The first

stage is to develop a vision for the learning environment, including institutional and
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departmental goals and objectives. The next stage is the data analysis and identification

of needs where the team caret'ully inspects all data previously collected in the planning

process and weighs it with the current facility deficiencies, needs, and prospective

usefulness through expansion. I his is the stage at which the team develops cost

estimates for all the renovation and new construction possibilities. 1 he third stage is

where the team develops planning principles in order to help them define positions on

fundamental planning issues and lead the team in the development and evaluation of the

plan's concepts. Finally, the team should come up with Master-plan concepts that

identify immediate, short-term, and long-range goals.

As the planning team analyzes each solution, alternatives and options that

address key issues may be revealed. Refinements and improvements are

the natural result of this process. The goal of the planning team is to

establish a single direction that best responds to the short and long term

needs of the district (Blackwell. I9Q7. p. 16).

Campus Planning Concerns and Constituencies

The difficult task before the planning team is to meet the needs and desires of all

the constituencies and interested parties, each with their own agendas. These interest

groups might include, but are not limited to. faculty, the community, environmentalists,

commuter or non-traditional students, handicapped students, and students in general. In

tr\ing to meet the agendas of each constituency, several common themes arise including

the parking, the landscape, the environmental impact, and academics.

Another often-debated issue is the poor planning involved in creating a parking

lot. The parking lot is necessar\. but with careful planning can enhance the overall
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campus character rather than disrupt or detract from it ( \ ahres & Knight. I^^>5). "The

price of parking sliould reflect the pnoritN wc put on ha\ ing a liveable campus-

our... students deserve more aesthetics than a row of bushes around ever\ parking lot"

(Luttmann. 1948. p. 4). When it comes to improving the parking, it is important to

develop specifically related goals for parking. identif> the stakeholders in the parking

situation, and work to build consensus with those stakeholders (Rich. 1998). The issues

at hand for students and faculty are the walking distances to classes. availabilit> . and

safety. On campus residents want parking near the residence halls but with the eternal

problem of limited resources, the planning team must weigh the importance of

convenience versus the needs of the traveling commuter students to find a parking space

in proximity to the class they are driving to attend, faculty would also like to be ver\'

close to their classrooms but are not at their department or classrooms all the time, it is a

common solution to provide spaces for about three-fourlhs of the staff at any given lime.

Unfortunately, some of the choices must come down to money and/or space. A parking

garage might be nice for saving space but a flat lot is much more inexpensive. On the

other hand, there may not be the space for the flat lot or the ability to do away with that

much green space. Another imponant issue is the matter of safety and making sure that

any parking area can be well lit with unobstructed views of the surroundings (Rich.

1 998 ). Finally. Luttmann ( 1 998 ) explained:

I am willing to walk long distances through rain. hail, sleet or snow

traveling to a campus that is beautiful, friendly and conducive to

communit>'. The alternative is a convenient parking space in an area so

unattractive and unusable that 1 can't wait to leave. While there is middle
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ground tor us lo explore, either ot" these goals is achieved at the other's

expense.

Of particular interest to the taculty is the academic environment created or

enhanced by any new master plan.

it is widely accepted that an institution's landscape design and building

design should express (or at least reinlbrce) its academic values. A

campus's physical character-its forms, spaces, styles, visual messages-

provides the most tangible, direct, visceral, and unsupressible expression

of what an institution is all about ( Brase. 1 987- 1 988. pp. 4 1 -42 ).

Individuals are at the heart of the academic environment and one vital element of this

environment is a place where students and faculty can interact and converse (Winchip.

1996). Another consideration in planning is how location of particular facilities can send

a message of its own. "I'or example, a video arcade located prominently in the center of

the main level of the student union sends a message to the public that the university

prioritizes a non-scholarly endeavor" (Winchip. 1996. p. 343). "institutional researchers

and campus planners must ...analyze not onh your campus's land forms and natural

assets, physical limitations, pre-existing development patterns, physical problems, and

unrealized development potentials, but also its academic goals, educational ideals, and

the values that detlne institutional character" (Brase. 1987-1988. p. 52).

One of society's hottest topics is the preservation of the environment and this

plays out with no less importance on the college campus, fhe way a university shapes

the land and vegetation and the relation of this vegetation with the sidewalks, buildings,

parking lots, and natural features, sends ver> powerful messages to individuals about
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what is importanl and how liumans should interact with their environment (Hannon.

1^95). It can be a valuable resource to use existing green space as much as possible

rather than just creating some where there was none. I here are five basic principles

concerning the environment:

Nature must be respected if we expect to thrive as a species, nature

provides its own aesthetic standard, the outdoor campus environment is a

'classroom.' nature is an integral part of our educational system,

landscapes are good teachers, and the duty to ensure good lessons from

this campus outdoor classroom rests with faculty . staff, students, and

alumni (Hannon. 1995. p. 62).

Due to a general institutional failure to acknowledge and act on serious environmental

issues, student activist groups are being formed left and right (Carroll. 1999). Ihe

students are learning about environmental issues in the classroom and the news, are

getting involved, and are making the institutions become more accountable in such

actions as master planning (Carroll. 1999). "So what are we teaching students when we.

as an. institution, claim to support recycling, simply because we offer bins in which to

collect newspaper and cans, but do not commit to purchasing recycled products" (Carroll.

1999. p. 5).

One issue that has not been mentioned by the other concerns for the campus is the

needs of the physically handicapped. These students are consistently made to feel

unwelcome with high curbs, numerous steps without nearby ramps, and elevators that are

only for freight (Brewster. 1976). There is cost involved in making facilities

handicapped accessible, however, if it is done in the original planning process the
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additional cost is ver> little (Brewster. 1976). Institutions need to take down the

unwritten ""keep out" signs and llnd ways to make the campus handicapped welcome and

encouraging tor student and statt constituents, thus aiding their personal and professional

success (Brewster. 1976).

One other example of a planning consideration is when to renovate or rebuild, "it

is crucial that campus planners maximize the potential of existing buildings through

reconstruction" (McKinne\ et al.. 1994. p. 17). Whenever possible, planners should tr>

to renovate older and historical buildings because the\ instill tradition, grandeur,

continuity and institutional pride (McKinney et al.. 1994). it is these older and historic

buildings that students and staff associate with the institution and help them to feel at

home.

it would usually be wiser to identify what is truly distinctive in the

traditions and physical plan of a given school and then to fashion an

approach to planning that takes advantage of these characteristics and

enhances them, rather than replacing them with the latest design fad

(Turner. 1987-1988. p. 27).

The planner must weigh the value of the existing building with the economical feasibility

ofjust renovating it or having to completely rebuild a facility (McKinney et al.. 1994). it

is also important to consider the effects that maintenance and building can have on the

campus environment because the reflexive photograph) project conducted by Harrington

and Lindy ( 1999) showed that one of the complaints students had about the institution

was the disruption of traffic flow due to facilities construction.
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When disciissinu building and renovating of buildings or facilities the business

officer is going be \er\ concerned with not only cost of the construction but also the

maintenance. 1 here is a ver\ direct relationship between the care and success of a plan

and the resulting operational and maintenance costs (Brewster. 1976). It is for this

reason, and the fact that there are few buildings on the average campus that could not

have been designed more efficiently or constructed more economically, that the planning

team and hired architectural consultants must be allowed to take the time the\ need

(Brewster. 1976). When figuring actual costs for a particular building for a single fiscal

year, the planners must consider grounds work, electrical, water, heat, air conditioning,

administrative, and other services that when put all together, construct the total operating

and maintenance costs for that fiscal year. It is also important to do a prospective cost

analysis for what maintenance may cost for a period of years but to not go too far into the

future because rates rarely remain constant from year to year (Brewster. 1 976).

The History of Campus Planning

American college campus planning is said to have begun more than 200 years ago

with such designs as those created by Thomas Jefferson for the University of Virginia

(i'umer. 1987-1988). Throughout the years, as might be expected, campus designs went

through many changes. One such change or trend that became popular was probabi} due

to the efforts of park and campus planner. Frederick Faw Olmsted, who moved the

campus design awa\ from the size and monumentality of traditional colleges and toward

more of a smaller communii\ park feel. This trend, like many others, was eventualh

replaced by newer fashions (Turner. 1987-1988). A good number of the lawns, open

courU'ards and quads are due to another trend called the Beaux Ans movement of the
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1900"s with its emphasis on city planning (Ciriftlth. I'>94). i he placing of buildings

around a quad dates even further back to Medieval days (Ciriftlth. 1994). Some ot the

remaining original pieces of campus design at any college might seem dispensable but

should be respected as irreplaceable representations of the ideas that the institution was

created upon (I umer. 1987-1988).

As we look at the modern era. Dober ( 1997) suggested that the impact of

automobiles, computers and digital communications has created the need for fresh and

different thinking in regards to successful campus planning. Most schools have any

number of characteristics from their original design and it is a much wiser idea to

incorporate these attributes into any new designs for campus improvement than to

disregard them ( Tumer, 1987-1988). Many campuses are using these old pieces of an

era gone b> as they can be a real help in an increasingly tight decade, to reinstate old

traditions and more importantly, re-establish a sense of community (Chapman. 1994).

Chapman ( 1994) offered that planners will be looking to computers to help plan cost

efficient, effective, and resource conservative campuses through virtual planning and

computer generated models that can take into account all the issues including

environmental concerns. Dober ( 1 997) concluded that " screen to screen is no substitute

for shoulder to shoulder" (p. 6). Modem campus planning will include demands for low

maintenance planting, use of native resources, and a reduction on the call for water use

(Chapman. 1994).

One final consideration that has become a very current concern on campus and in

campus planing is the issue regarding safety (Dober. 1997). Security has become an

issue in the nineties so planners will be considering more lighting, access, and visibility
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(Chapman. 19'^4). As lighting becomes increasingh imporlanl lor safety reasons,

planners will have to pay more attention to how the fixtures match the surrounding

architecture (Johnson. 1993-UW4). Three considerations tt)r current campus planners

are to consider the inspiring aspects of a well-ordered campus, foster communication and

interaction between students and facult> . and look for the attributes that make campus

meaningful and memorable (Chapman. 1994).

Institutional campus master planning has been around for many more years than

most people would think ( 1 umer. 1987-88). Historians have mentioned that the earh

colonial institutions were just poor reflections of their British counterparts like Oxford

and Cambridge, but actually the\ had some important innovations that still have

implications today (Turner. 1987-1988). One such design can be observed at Harvard

L^niversity with the opening of the traditionally enclosed quadrangle of buildings. Not

only was this a conscious physical effort to change and try something new but the

purpose is especially important, fhe Colonials were trying to take into account the

impact of. and relationship between, the surrounding community and the institution as the

open three-sided quad could now face out toward the community. Another change was

the way one enters the campus. Iraditionalh . one might find something like the cold and

unwelcoming wxought-iron gates at Harvard but a more modem change would be toward

the triumphal arch that can be found at the College of Charleston (1 umer. 1987-1988).

It is not really possible to talk about the origin and histon, of campus planning

without mentioning one of the most influential figures. 1 rederick Law Olmsted. Olmsted

was a Connecticut farmer, author, self-taught architect, and designer of New >'ork City's

Central Park and many university campuses. .Although Olmsted lived in the 1800"s, his
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ideas are still ver\ innuential in modem campus design (Schuyler. 1996-1*^)97). lli.> park-

like campus ideas were especially prominent m the land-grant institutions and embodied

the new air ot'a democratic education versus the previoush portrayed elitism of

institutions othigher education ( I umer. 1987-1988). Olmsted "emphasized the

importance of outdoor spaces for recreation as well as the creation of an optimal setting

in which education, broadly conceived, would take place" (in Schuyler. 1996-1997. p.

2). Olmsted made it clear that campus planning was so essential because the physical

en\ ironment where the education would take place was an extremely important element

of the education itself (in Schuyler. 1996-1997). Along with the landscape changing in

such ways as the winding roads being replaced by more modem travel routes, the

architecture began to change from small buildings to larger buildings ( 1 umer. 1987-

1988). Olmsted displayed his dedication to his beliefs and values concerning the

importance of campus planning in 1 866 when he published at his own expense a

pamphlet entitled. A Few things to be Thought of Before Proceeding to Plan Buildings

for the National Agricultural Colleges (in Schuyler. 1996-1997). This pamphlet was

important because it was Olmsted's attempt to encourage assessment and careful

proactive planning before campuses were built or renovated. I he different works and

ideas of this forefather of campus planning have five basic principles in common

(Schuyler. 1996-1997). These are as follows:

1
. The campus is not a cloistered retreat from the community but an

extension of it. 2. Collegiate buildings should be domestic rather than

institutional in scale. 3. Student housing should approximate, as much as

possible, the kinds of dwellings graduates will inhabit in later life. 4. fhe
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1

quadrangle is generally inappropriate for campus design because it is too

intlexible and cannot accommodate future growth and changing spatial

needs, and 5. The campus-landscape and buildings-is a part ot the

civilizing mission of higher education (in Schuyler, 1996-1997. pp. 3-8).

I inalK . Olmsted believed, "an attractive campus landscape today is too often thought of

simpK as a strategy for student admissions and retention, not as something central to the

educational mission" (in Schuyler. 1996-1997. p. 10).

The 1980's saw a resurgence in the value and use of campus planning (Chapman.

1994). It was about this time when institutions of higher learning began to have to face

many new issues like the increased power of student voices from the 6(J's and 7Us. the

change in demographics as the number of non-traditional students increased, a realization

of the importance of renovation, and the general lack of space. Ihis also included the

raised general concern for environmental issues as well as the need for facilities to

provide for student and staff health and wellness.

In the nineties, planners were consistently looking to computers to help with

analyzing, testing, project imaging, documentation, presentation, and implementation of

planning information (Chapman. 1994). Environmental concerns were forcing planners

to landscape such that there was a reduction on the need for water and an emphasis on

low maintenance plants. Security was another ven* specific concern that has been

increased in the nineties, including lighting, visibilit) and even plant selection. It was

also mentioned that man\ institutions were placing an importance on developing a sense

of place for their constituencies, lo summarize, modem planners were being:
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"Asked lo respect the timelessness of a well-ordered campus. ...enhance

those characteristics that foster collegiality. communication, and

interaction among students, and ...bring forth those qualities that give a

campus its unique, singular sense of place, the attributes that make a

campus meaningful and memorable to its constituents" (Chapman. I^W4,

p. 12).

Conclusion

Campus planning has been around for a long time but landscape aesthetics are

ver\- much a part of what makes American institutions special. If treated with the dignity

it deserves, campus landscaping and architecture design could be a model for designing

society rather than the reverse (Yahres & Knight. 1995). In addition, it is important that

institutions remember the importance of the impression students develop concerning their

attachment level and resulting academic success.

"fo the extent that various campus physical features contribute to

students" sense of safety and security, their sense of belonging and

familiarity with an institution, their ease of access and movement through

its spaces, and their experience of membership in an educational

community is the ultimate test of their design and purpose" (Strange.

1996. p. 247).

This study works to directly obtain input from students as to what it is

about their environment that they value and why it is important to them. With this

information campus master planners can achieve the best and most appropriate

plan for the future of the campus environment. Campus planner Dober ( 1 997)
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said, 'the American college and iiniversit) campus to me is a three-dimensional

work otart" (p. 6). This makes the campus planners the sculptors in charge of

making sure the an takes the best shape possible, ibis study can help inform

planners from the students" perspective what this shape of the post-modern

campus should be.
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CHAPl ER 111

MEIHODOI.OCiY

ll seems almost unbelievable thai mslilulions would

attempt to t'ormulate opinion on student perception without

directly asking the student.

Charles Harrington & Ingrid Lind>

(Harrington & Lindy. 1999)

Introduction

This stud> used reflexive photography as the source of data gathering in order to

give insight mto the perspective of the participants toward the physical environment of

their college campus. This process allowed for data to be gathered directly from the

participants through the photographs they took and the photo elicitation interviews in

which the> explained their photographs.

Rationale for the Use of Reflexive Photographic Method

In addition to the written and spoken word, the use of photograph) in research can

give the researcher deeper, richer, and more complex understanding of the subject matter

being studied (Douglas. 1998). The use of photograph) has proven itself as a method

that provides rich data because it overcomes the limitations of oral reports b) the

participants and visual!) depicts the unconscious perceptions that the participants have

about their social and psychological environments (Damico. 1986). In regards to the use

of photography Susan Sontag ( 1 977) wrote:

Photographs do more than redefine the stuff of ordinar) experience

(people, things, events, and whatever we see-albeit differenth . often

inattentiveh-with natural vision) and add vast amounts of material that we
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never see at all. Realil\ as such is redetlned-as an item tor exhihilion. as a

record tor scriilin\ . as a target tor surveillance (p. 1 56).

English ( 1988) would agree as he said, "a photograph is therefore a construct ot'realil\

because it can never be separated from the act of viewing it"" (p. 8). I his stud> allcmplcd

to show the reality of the participants undergraduate experience at Eastern Illinois

University. "Schools are rich in such visual residues. When photographs are strung

together the> can reveal patterns not perceived before about what is going on and what

the activities ma\iTiean"" (English. 1988. p. 14).

lor the research skeptic who remains true to the idea that language is the core of

research, Dempsey & fucker ( 1994) suggest that those who take a semiotic perspective

toward the use of photographs see visual imagery as a part of a broadly-detlned language

system, fhe critic of qualitative research in higher education should listen to Keller

(1998) when he says:

Eew of the interesting variables in higher education studies, or in social

research generally, can be expressed precisely in numbers. ...fhus. the

current preoccupation with quantification condemns higher education

research to fringe findings and severely limits its powers of analysis (pp.

269-270).

Photography is well-suited for assessing perceptions of the campus environment

because having the participants take the pictures is a unique method, it works well as an

informative and non-threatening assessment tool, and the qualitative nature of the

technique offers rich and descriptive information about the participant's environment

(Perka. Matherly. Eishman. and Ridge. 1992).
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Reflexive photography is where the participants take the pictures and the

collected data is based directU on their point of view and explanation of the pictures

taken (Douglas. l^^^S). 1 he interviews that follow the use ol retlexive photograph) and

discuss the photographs taken b\ the participants are called photo elicitation interviews or

photo-interviews (Deinpse\ & fucker. U)'^)4; Tucker & Dempse>. \'^9\). These photo

elecitation interviews often reveal more thorough infomiation than just verbal interviews

alone because the concrete nature of the photographs allows the participants to respond in

a much more reflective and thoughtful manner (Dempsey & fucker. 1994). 1 he

inter\'iews help to build a sort of bridge between psychological and physical realities

( fucker & Demp.sey. 1991).

This psychological aspect is emphasized by Kitchener & King (1994) in their

extensive discussion of reflective thinking:

Reflective judgements are based on the evaluation and integration

of existing data and theor\ into a solution about the problem at hand, a

solution that can be rationalh defended as most plausible or reasonable.

taking into account the sets of conditions under which the problem is

being solved (p. 8).

The participants in reflexive photography research are simply taking this idea of

evaluation and integration and doing it through photographs and then defending

their thoughts in the photo elicitation interview . Ihis research is being employed

to solve the dilemma of what the best direction for the institution to take with the

construction and renovation efforts and all its uncertainty is. "Reflective thinking
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is called tor when tlicrc is awareness ot a real problem or when there is

uncertainty about a solution" (Kitchener & King. ]^94. p. 8).

The results of the stud> are made clear because the participants in

reflexive photograph) studies report a deeper level otrellective thinking and

commitment to the study resulting in the researchers not onK being able to hear

the participants voices but also see pictures of their lived experiences (Douglas.

I^'^S). The literature shows that photographs reflect the cultural uniqueness of

the photographer (Perka et al.. \^92). Fhis is especialh helpful in determining

the impact of the campus environment on the individual experience of the

participants.

The anahsis of the photographs as a means of drawing conclusions about the

campus is supported b> Dempsey & Tucker (1994) who said, "photographs can be used

as more than original data sources, although even as original evidence the> are powerful.

They can also be used for grounding contexts and illustrating concepts across groups of

informants" (p. 61 ).

As a technique, the use of photography, especialh reflexive photography, in

research of the dynamics of the educational setting has only just begun to be embraced

(Damico. 1986). in simplest terms. Eisner (1982) explains the value of a photograph h\

the example that if we were looking for someone getting off of a plane a photograph

would give us much more desirable and appropriate information than simph reading a

verbal description in terms of height and weight.
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Scleclion of Participants

A diverse selection of seven student volunteers were hand picked trom the vast

number ot students with whom the researcher had contact based on concept theon. based

sampling procedures (McMillan & Schumacher. 1^93). The volunteers were picked

simply based on interest or willingness to participate and with careful consideration for

the diversit\ of the sample population in order to best represent the student hod> . I hese

students were a mix of different genders, ages, hometowii sizes, cultural classitlcations.

and class years. I here were 3 men and 4 w omen w ith ages ranging from 1 9 to 2 1 . fhe

participants represented the class years from Ireshman to Senior, fhere were 6

Caucasian students and 1 African-American student.

Participants

fhe participants were given the opportunity to choose an alias with which to be

referred to in this thesis in accordance with McMillan & Schumacher's ( 1993) discussion

of confidentiality and anonymity : ""Researchers have a dual responsibilit> -protection of

the participants" confidences from other actors in the settmg whose private information

might enable them to identif\ them and protection of the informants from the general

reading public" (p. 399). fhe participants of this study will be referred to as Marissa.

William. Ana. Jeff. Victoria, .lohn. and Cara.

Marissa was a Caucasian female from near Steger. Illinois. She was a 1 reshman

elementary education major with a 3.75 GPA. She had no minors and had attended no

other higher education institutions. Marissa was involved in a residence hall council and

the drama team and she would like to teach tlrsl or second yrade in the future.
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W illiam was a Caucasian male from near Woodyard. Illinois. He was a Junior

environmental biolog> major with a 2.4 (iPA. \\ illiam had no minors and had attended

no other higher education institutions. He was involved with a residence hall council.

Residence Hall Association (RH.A). zoology club and the botany club. \Mlliam would

like to attend graduate school either at Eastern Illinois University or the liniversit\ of

I ennessee in the future.

Ana was a Caucasian female from near Naperville. Illinois. She was a

Sophomore English major with an art minor and 3.6 GPA. She had attended no other

institutions of higher education. Ana was involved in residence hall council and

philosophy forum. Ana plans to graduate and become a librarian.

Jeff was an African-American male from just outside Chicago. Illinois. He was a

Senior Sociology major with a 2.87 GPA. He had attended a junior college prior to

matriculation at Eastern Illinois University. Jeff was involved with intramural athletics,

the sociology club and his social fraternity. Jeff plans to get a full-time job and attend

graduate school for sociology part-time. After that he would like to work in the field of

corrections.

Victoria was a Caucasian female from near Swansea. Illinois. She was a Junior

English major with a women's studies minor and 4.0 GPA. She had attended no other

institutions of higher education. Victoria was involved in a residence hall council, a

student-run women's advocacy group, the National Residence Hall Honoran.- (NRHH).

the editor of the campus literar> magazine, an English Honoran, Sociel>. and was a

resident assistant. Victoria plans to graduate and become a librarian.
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John was a Caucasian male troni liiscola. Illinois, fie was a Sophomore Knglish

major with a philosoph> minor and 2.33 (iPA. He had attended no other inslitulions of

higher education. John was involved in a campus sports club, a co-ed international

business t'raternitv . and was a resident assistant. John said he would like to graduate with

a Bachelor"s degree in Fnglish and an associate's degree in the culinary arts. He would

then like lo work in the restaurant industr\ .

Cara is a Caucasian female tVom near Bethany. Illinois. She was a Junior family

and consumer science major with a chemistr> and psychology minor and 4.0 (jPA. She

had attended a community college prior to her matriculation at Eastern Illinois

University. Cara was involved in a residence hall council. Residence Hall Association

(RHA). National Residence Hall Honorary (NRHH). and the student association of

family and consumer science. Cara plans to go to graduate school for nutrition and

become a registered dietician working a hospital. Hventually. she hopes to go on to

become a physician.

Procedures

Participants were each given a problem question explaining what they were to do

(Appendix B). This included taking pictures of the locations, places, or buildings that

were of greatest importance in their owii right or allowed for or facilitated the actions or

behaviors that were especially connected to their own experiences on the Eastern Illinois

Universit>' campus. Each participant was given a 27 exposure disposable camera, a

notebook, the research assignment, a demographic background survey (Appendix .\) and

a copy of the research protocol (Appendix C). Ihe notebook was to be used to document

the time. date, subject, and location the photograph was taken as well as any other
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pertinent thoughts the student nia> have had about that particular photograph site. The

research protocol reiterated what the> were to lake pictures of and more specitlcalh what

t\pes things the> should not take pictures of. such as students taking part in illegal

aclivit) or lewd or inappropriate behavior.

I'he Setting

This research was conducted at Hastem Illinois Ihiiversity. a niedium-si/.ed

comprehensive Midwestern L'niversit)

.

hi the September 1998 issue of Kiplin^er's Personal Finance

Magazine . Eastern Illinois liniversity was ranked among the countn. "s lop

50 public colleges and universities 'where students can graduate with a

high-caliber education but without a mortgage-size debt"" (Office of

Admissions. 1999-2000. p. 15).

"•'fotal enrollment in lall. 1999 was 1 1.226 students including 1.698 part-time students"

(Office of Planning and Institutional Studies. 1999). There were 4.610 total male

students representing 41% of the total student population and 6.616 total female students

representing 59% of the total student population (Office. 1999). The racial composition

wa.s 24 Native American (0.2% of total student population). 627 Black/Non-Hispanic

(5.6% of total student population). 83 Asian/Pacific Islander (0.7''/o of total student

population). 183 Hispanic ( 1.6% of total student population). 155 International (().2°o of

total student population). 270 Unclassified (2.4% of total student population), and 9. 884

White Non-Hispanic students (88. Po of total student population) (Office. 1999). "More

than 5.300 students live in on-campus housing. Studies show that students who li\e in

University residence halls are more likely to graduate and have higher grade point
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averages than those who live ot't'-campus" (Ottke. \9'-N-2W){). p. ')). The average class

size is 24 students (Office. iy9t)-2(l()()).

In l')'^^ Hasiern Illinois UniversitN conferred 2.271 undergraduate degrees and

509 graduate degrees for a total of 2.780 completed degrees (Office. 1999). 1 his helped

to create the widely promoted statistic that Eastern Illinois University ; has a graduation

rate 13% higher than the national average for division I public institutions (Office. 1999-

2000). I'he total operating Budget was Si 34.436.20 with $69,841.30 (52.0"o) coming

from state appropriations (Office, 1999). The in-state annual tuition was $2,254 and

total student costs were calculated at $10,398 including room and board, fees, and

miscellaneous expenses (Office. 1999). financial Aid was awarded in the amount of

$43,486,243 for about 8.673 students including $22,703,407 (52.2%) from loans.

$15,804,020 (36.3%) from grants and scholarships, and $4,978,816 ( 1

1

.5"o) from on-

campus student employment (Office. 1999).

Eastern has a large 320 acre campus (Office. 1999-2000) upon which only about

half of the land is developed and used (Campus Map. Appendix U). The buildings

extend from the ver>- old. such as Old Main and Pemberton hall to the very new. such as

Lumpkin and Buzzard halls. Ihe campus is arranged in basically a north-south

orientation with the north perpendicular to the main road into town. Illinois Rt. 16. and

facing north toward the old section of the town of Charleston. Illinois, known as "the

square." fhe oldest buildings tend to be on the north end of campus while the newer

buildings are toward the south end. One can observe how the campus expanded south

and then east and west as well. The west side of campus is fully encompassed by the

Lantz gymnasium, natalorium. recreation center, field house. O" Brian stadium, which
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hosts football games and outdoor track meets, and luimerous pla\ iiig and practice fields

for soccer, rugby, baseball, softball. football, and tennis courts. I here is also a Panther

recreational trail encompassing all these fields as well as several acres of open grassy

space, formerly a golf course, skirting the university propert) on the west side.

The southern most parts of campus arc occupied b> several different residential

options. Among them are the university apartments, generally considered married and

graduate student housing, in the southwest comer. I here is the University Court, which

is apartment-style housing for undergraduate students. Ihe southeastern comer is

occupied by Camien hall, a t\\ in tower complex that is a predominanth tlrst year

experience building, ihe eastem most points of the campus are taken up bv the extensive

Greek court complex which houses 19 Greek letter organizations in 9 separate buildings.

The middle to north eastem side of the campus is where one fmds the newly renovated

Buzzard building, and health services, counseling center and university police department

respectfully. Within this framework are three basic quad areas, fhe north quad is capped

off with Old Main but is also composed of Blair hall. Pemberton hall, the physical

sciences building, the Student Services building, and McAfee gymnasium, the current site

of the main branch of the library while Booth Library is under renovation.

Old Main was the first building on campus completed in 1 899 in the Castellated

Gothic style (Small. 1999). Blair hall and Pemberton hall were built in 1908 and 1913 in

the Jacobian Gothic styles (Small. 1999). fhe Student Services building and Physical

sciences building represented a modem rejecting of historic styles as it was completed in

1927 and 1937 respectively, in the Art Deco style (Small. 1999). The central area oi'

campus is known as the library quad and is sandwiched between the Martm Luther King
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Jr. l'tiiversit> Union on the north and Booth librar>. currenth under renovations, on the

south side. The MI.K Jr. I tnion was eonstructed in the Modernist st\ Ic while the liooth

librar> was the last Ciothic style building completed in 1M4M (Small. ]')'>')).
I he east side

of the quad is composed of the Doudna tine arts building which houses numerous theatres

and the various art and music departments. The west side of the quad is mainh

composed of the new commemorative court) ard. a newly opened decorative area with

bricks engraved in the memor\ of various alunmi. faculty, or families. 1 urther west and

near the Lantz g\mnasium is the Lincoln-Stevenson-Douglas (LSD) hall residential

complex. Lincoln hall is an all-female residence hall while Douglas is all male.

Stevenson is a suite sty le living tower that is co-ed and the highest point in the county.

Off the southwest comer of the library quad is a three-building residential complex

knowTi as the triad, fhe triad is composed of Weller. lord, and McKinney halls and the

Gregg branch of the Librar> which is a 24 hour computer lab. Off the southeast side of

the library quad is the sculpture building, greenhouse, and life sciences buildings.

Lurther south on campus we find the south quad which is fonned in the north side by the

Coleman. Lumpkin, and Klehm academic buildings respectively from west to east. The

west side is comprised of parking and Ta>lor hall, a co-ed residential building. I he east

side also has parking but houses all male residents in Thomas hall. The south side is

made up of Lawson and Andrews halls, going from west to east respectively. These are

both all-female high rise buildings.
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CHAI'TF-R IV

I INl)IN(iS: PFRCEPIIONS Ol STUDFNTS

We tend to associate the concept ot'communit> with

spaces, places, and people where we feel we belong.

Jeffrey B. Cufaude

(Cufuade. 1997. p. 50)

Results

I'he photographs were organized h\ each participant such that they could flip

through them comfortahh and then explain each photograph including what it was of,

why lhe\ look it. wh\ it was important to students, and why it was important to them in a

photo elicitation interview tl)empse\ & fucker. I9Q4; Tucker and Dempsey. 1991 ).

After the photographs were placed in the students" own particular order, the participants

were then recorded on cassette tape as they went through their explanation of each picture

and its significance. Once the photographic narrative was finished, participants were

asked to respond to the main question; do you think that the physical campus

environment, the architecture, the landscaping, and the campus layout has affected your

experience here and if so. how (Research Protocol. Appendix C)?

Six of the seven participants completed both the photographs and the photo

elicitation interview. Cara did not meet with the researcher for a photo elicitation

interview so her photographs were analyzed by the researcher exclusively for content and

not for meaning. Also, notebooks were only turned in b> three participants. I he

information in the three notebooks was Just the subject of each picture, a detail which was

covered in the photo elicitation interview an>'Avay.
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The Photographs

There were 73 ditTerenl .subjects represented throughout the photographs (I able

4.1 ). .'\l least two of the parlicipaiUs photographed 42 ot" these subjects. The tuimerous

subjects spanned the entire campus including nearix ever\ building and physical area on

campus. The subjects range from the purely representational and s>mbolic to the places

of literal importance, and from particular signs to important buildings and areas valued

for their architectural design or landscaping.

Residence Halls

Nearly ever}' residence hall on campus was photographed for one reason or

another I ive of the seven participants showed the outside of the building they currently

lived in simph because it was their on-campus home and all of them showed some aspect

of the building in which they live. like their room door or residence hall lobby area. Most

of the participants also showed buildings where they had lived in the past.

I'he participants all spoke fondh of their own residence hall (p. 50. Photograph

1 ). .leff said that the halls represented residential life and that is important because "it

brings out character." Marissa said, "it's like a home to me. It's a great welcome place

to live." William commented on his own building saying, "it is so small it is like a close

knit family."

I'he student's rooms were also important to the participants as 6 of the 7 either

photographed ihem from the outside or inside. I hey did not have too much to sa> about

their rooms in general: however. Jeff said, "you have to make your room home" and

actual!) took two photographs of the room so all of it could be seen. William said his
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TABl.F 4.1 Pholographic Siihject Summar>'

Photographic Subject requency

Residence Halls

Pemberton hall

Wellerhall

Weller hall inside

Stevenson hall

Carman hall

Lincoln hall

(ireek Court

Taylor hall

'la) lor hall inside

Thomas hall

Lawson hall

Andrews hall

McKinney hall

McKinne\ hall inside

56

4

6

7

3

3

1

Important Areas of Campus
Libran,' Quad
South Quad
North Quad
Commemorative Courtyard

Greenhouse Area

Tennis Courts

Basketball Courts

Softball Field

Tree-Lined Sidewalk

31

5

Important Buildings

Old Main

Pemberton hall including Textbook Rental

McAfee Gymnasium
Coleman hall

Booth house

financial Aid (Office) Student Services Building

Universit\ Police Department

Stevenson hall

Carman hall

Lawson hall

Andrews hall

Lumpkin hall

Physical Sciences Building

Greek Court

125

6

7

6

7

1

2

3

6

3

7

7

4

3

9
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TABLE 4.1 Pholographic Suhjcct Summary (Cuntinucd)

Photographic Subject Frequency

Wcllcrhall 13

MLK Jr. University linu)n 9

Lantz Cnmnasium Recreation Center 8

Taylor hall 5

Thoma.s hall 5

Booth Library 5

Gregg Branch Library Computer Lab 1

Christian Campus House 1

O'Brian Field 3

Mc Kinney hall 5

Doudna Fine Arts Building 2

Tarble Arts Center 1

Buzzard Building 2

Klehm hall

^

1

Specifically Important to Participants E.\perience 26

Triad Front Desk 3

Weller Lobby 3

Student's Own Room 5

RA Door 1

Women's Bathroom 1

Taylor Lobby 1

Subway 1

Coffee Express 2

Bookstore 1

Chnstian Campus House 1

Weller Hall Council 2

Lobby Bulletin Board 1

Library Stacks 1

Art Studio 1

Site of Homecoming Bonfire 1

Campus Pond 1

Symbolic of Campus Activity 4

Site of Homecoming Bonfire 1

Napoleon Memorial 2

RA Door 1

Campus Icons 7

Old Main 6

ElU Sign i
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TABLE 4.1 Photographic Subject Summaiv (Continued)

Photographic Subject Frequency

C\unpus Services

Textbook Rental

Women's Resource Center

Health Services

Panther Express

Panther Card Machine

Counseling Center

Financial Aid

University Police Department

Parking Lot

21

3

1

4

3

1

1

2

3

3

Symbolic of Institutional Statement

Old Main

Recycling Bins

RA Door

Bathtubs

Landscaping/Green Space

Meridian III Sculpture

L^nderclass Parking Sign

Staff Parkmg Sign

Eastern Improvements Underway Sign

Ash Can

Pothole

Toilet

33

6
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Photograph 1

Weller Hall

Photograph 2

Pcmbeilon Hall
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was "the coolest room on campus" but also that it was "where I do all m\ work."

Looking at the picture of his room and considering his residence hall sent him into

reflection ahoul how during his tlrsl two years he did not get involved but when he

moved to his current building it seemed like the thing to do and he has loved it.

Within the hall there were places of importance as well. Victoria said otthe

lobb> that it was "ver> important"' and "this is a place where stuff happens all the time."

Marissa and Ana both spoke about how the Hall Council has been an important part ot

their experiences and it also took place within the lobby setting.

Many of the participants took pictures of places they had never lived in but

perceived as important because many other students lived there, such as Greek court, and

the Carman, Femberton, Andrews. Lawson. Stevenson. Taylor, and fhomas residence

halls. Sometimes these were places they had visited because they had friends there or

were dating someone who lived there.

Regarding Greek Court, Jeff said that he had friends who were Greek and that he

liked, "how they have that built up back there."" William also an independent, clearly

valued Greek Court as he said. "1 think this is important because a lot of Eastern is built

up around the Greek system."

Jeff. William, and Cara photographed Carman Hall. Jeff had lived in Carman but

he talked about the building as being important because most of the freshmen live there.

He referred to it as "the Ghetto."" "Not the most attractive building"" said William, having

never lived there. However, it is the main area for the freshman experience and therefore

important.
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Pemberton Hall (p. 50. Photograph 2) was a popular building for ihc parlicipanls

to talk about as tour of ihcni photographed it. Victoria said that Pemberton hall remained

"one of Eastern's only distinctions." relerring to the fact that it is Illinois" oldest all

female residence hall. She felt that "it's the nicest looking residence hall on campus."

Victoria also made sure to mention that "it"s unique because all the rooms are different"

and "the floors are set up kind of funky, it's got a lot of histor> and a lot of legends."

William said of Pemberton that "it looks kind of (iothic" and "it reminds me of Old

Main." The significance for John was that Pemberton hall was the "second oldest

building on campus." Victoria also talked about how the student body loves the building.

She said, "the dedication of the students was shown when they were going to change it to

an honors hall (Irvine. 1999) and everyone went off the hook."

Andrews and Lawson hall (p. 53. Photograph ?>) are the two all-female high-rise

residence halls on the Eastern Illinois University campus. Ihis representation of the

many women at Eastern is exactly the reason .leff said he took the photograph of them.

Stevenson hall (p. 53. Photograph 4) is the highest building in the area and one of

the first things you see when near campus, as was pointed out by Jeff. Ana said that "the

rooms were really cool" within Stevenson hall.

Jeff had lived in Thomas hall (p. 53. Photograph 3) but he mainly said it was

important because it was an active place and it held the dining service in which students

obtain late night pizza on their meal plan. He recalls however, being part of a popular

little clique known as the "Phomas boys."

Taylor hall (p. 53. Photograph 3) was photographed specifically b\ Jeff also and

for similar reasons as Ihomas hall. Jeff said. "I'm alwavs there whether it"s eetlinu a
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Photograph 3

South Quad/Taylor Hall/Lawson Hall/Andrews Hall/Thomas Hall

Photograph 4

Commemorative Couityard/Slcvcnson Hall/Lincoln Hall
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haircut or just meeting people." Me said there are always people hanging out in the

lobby.

Another aspect of the residence halls that was pointed out as being especialh

valuable was the front desk areas. Victoria said it is where students get information hut

more specitlcalh' "mail happens there which is one of the most important things for

students." John expanded on this idea saying, "if you live in a residence hall the desk is

prett\ important because it offers things for recreation, information, phone numbers, what

have you. It gives your mail. It's basically the lifeblood for students who live in the

donns."

Victoria also felt it important to take a picture of a Resident Assistant's (RA)

door. She explained, "all RA rooms are important to anyone who lives in housing

because it's the first person they go to with questions."

Another frequented place within the residence halls also pointed out by Victoria

was the bathroom, especially women's bathrooms. Regarding the girls in the bathroom

she said, "they sit in there when they don't have anything better to do on a weekend night

and do each other's hair." She further explained that unlike men's bathrooms where

there is an unwritten rule about not speaking, women's restrooms are places where you

can find lot's of people hanging out and talking about anything at any hour of the day or

night.

Old Main

The Old Main building (p. 55. Photograph 5). later named the Livingston C. I ord

administration building, is clearly one of the most agreed upon imponant icons of the

campus environment with 6 of the 7 participants photographing this architectural marvel.
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Photograph 5

OldMain

Photograph 6

Coleman Hall/Bowl Sculptures
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Ihey all agreed thai il is a fun and attractive building that represents the institution as a

phwsical icon and symholicalh by being an old and noble piece ot" architecture. The Old

Main building was also deemed important not only for what il looked like hul also

because of all the activiu that goes on within the building such as the central

administration, admissions, and payroll/cashiers offices. The participants felt it was

intentional thai Old Main stands as the first thing that people see as the> approach the

campus, it serves as a focal point and embodiment of all the histor> of the institution as

well as ever>lhing it has to offer according to the respondents. Marissa said, "it

epitomizes what Eastern is all about. When 1 think of it. 1 think of Eastern Illinois

University." John referred to the building as the heart of campus but said that it was kind

of sad that there arc generators in the basement to help keep the building from sinking

into the sand il was built on. This assertion could not be confirmed by this researcher,

but .lohn felt that sometimes this perfectly represents the institution in that the

administration is often finding quick fixes to solve long-standing shortcomings of the

university.

Academic Buildings

The only photograph common amongst all the participants was not the widely

recognized campus s\mbol. Old Main, but the much less distinguished Coleman hall (p.

55. Photograph 6). Ever\ participant agreed that it was not an attractive building but it

was important because of the sheer number of classes that were held inside. man> of

which the participants had each taken. Ihey explained thai many of the required core

classes for freshman are held in Coleman hall. Marissa admitted ihat most of her

ft-eshmen classes were in fact in Coleman. Victoria said, "you canT get away w ith going
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to Eastern and never going to Coleman."" Ana made sure to mention that it was an area of

campus that " lots of people hang out in front"" of. in a walkway area constructed between

Coleman hall and Lumpkin hall (p. 58. Photograph 7).

John talked about Coleman hall by comparing it and with Lumpkin hall (p. 58.

Photograph 8). John said, "it's new and very nice kept,"" emphasizing the support of

business and administrative education that goes on within Lumpkin hall. He said that in

contrast, Coleman appears old and the lechnologx is from the 1960"s. John said, "one of

my teachers today was Just commenting on how she thinks the overhead was there when

she was there [as a student]."" fhe much newer Lumpkin hall was also expressed as being

important by Jeff who said, "the physical appearance. 1 really like it.""

Another photographed academic building was the physical sciences building.

Similarly to Coleman hall. Jeff explained that he had a lot of his classes for his sociolog>

major in there and that it too was an older building on campus. Ana also said she had a

bunch of good classes there.

The newly renovated Buzzard hall was shown in the photographs a few times.

William explained that "Eastern is really well knowTi for its education school"" which is

housed within Buzzard building. Ana said that she had taken a class there.

Other buildings photographed but with little explanation beyond that the

participants had taken classes there were Doudna Fine Arts Center, Klehm Hall, and the

life sciences building.
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Photograph 7

Passage Between Coleman Hall and Lumpkin Hall

Photograph 8

Lumpkin Hall
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Ihe Libran,-: Old and New

The curreiU McAfee main branch (p. 60. IMiolograph 9) and original Booth libran,

(p. 60. I'holograph 10) both received the honor of" being in numerous photographs b\ the

participants. Victoria was describing McAfee and the effects of the librar\ renovations

when she said, "it is kind of surreal to have a librar> in the gym." Marissa said that while

the old library is ver>' beautiful, "i'm never probably going to be able to use it" within her

time at F.asteni. William remembered the Booth libran.- building fondh saying, "next to

Old Main it is one of my favorite buildings. 1 just love the architecture." .lohn

expounded on Booth Iibrar>- saying how " the architecture is sort of cathedral like, sort of

golhic."

The Martin Luther King Jr. University Union

The MLK. Jr. University Union (p. 61, Photograph 1 1 ) was photographed by

several participants in a couple of ways. Some photographed the outside to represent the

building as a whole while others photographed the particular services offered throughout

the building such as the women's resource center. Subway. Coffee Express, and the

bookstore (See Campus Services).

Jeff took a picture of the Union because he said he attends many of the events

held there and he used to work for the catering service there. William explained that he

liked the building but it was important because it was "where a lot of students go to hang

out."
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Photograph 9

McAfee Gymnasium/Temporary Library Main Branch

Photograph 10

Booth Library
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The Quads and Other (ireen Space

Ihc landscape is a ver\ hroad term inclusive ot'man\ things. Included in the idea

of landscape is. "the rational organization of open spaces and all they include: pavement,

walls, lawns, trees, fences, shrubs, ponds or streams, signs, outdoor lurniture. lighting,

waste disposal containers, utilities, parking areas, and outdoor art" ( Yahres & Knight.

\^^5. p. 20). This definition lends itself to many of the photographs the participants

took. The three main quad areas on campus were very popular subjects in regards to

landscape. 1 he south quad received notice h\ 5 participants, the library quad was

speciflcalh photographed by 3 participants, and the north quad was specifically

mentioned by 2 participants, i'hey all talked about these areas as being at various levels

of attractiveness, fhey also often mentioned how they liked these places because of their

proximity to things like their residence halls or classes. However, they generalh said the

most important aspect of these areas was that they were great places to relax, hang out.

and see and meet people. The landscaping was said to add to their beauty including the

trees and planted flowers, especially when in bloom.

The librar> quad (p. 61. Photograph 12) was generally spoken of as the most

beautiful and used of the campus quads. Marissa said, "it's a nice place to sit and study

when it was warm out. It's a lot of fun. you can meet a lot of people there." in

comparison to the other quads. Ana said that it was "much more open-air" and has "lots

of nice plush grass to lay in." .lohn called the library quad a "recreation area." Victoria

went into much more detail when she said, "i took this picture of these panicular trees

because a lot of times during nice weather these are where people go to hang out and read
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and socialize and bring their dogs and their ducks and their snakes and all kinds of stuff

there." She also added that "it's ver> pretty and it's the ver\ center of campus."

The south quad (p. 53. Photograph 3) was also spoken of in the participants"

interviews. Victoria explained that, '"this is where most people go if they want to play

sports." She went on to explain that "it's neat and prett> . It doesn't have as many trees

and it's bigger than the librar\ quad so 1 don't think people go there when they just want

to sit there and study or something because it's too big and open, it doesn't have enough

trees in the center of it." Ana agreed by saying that it was not as nice as the north quad

and it was "too open, not enough trees." William explained the significance of the south

quad for him began with the opening event for the fall semester. Quakin' in the Quad

which annually takes place on the south quad. This event consists of numerous free

entertainment acti\ities such as virtual reality. Bingo, and caricatures as well as all kinds

of food.

Finally, the north quad (p. 64. Photograph 13) was less mentioned but much

appreciated. William said it was a place "where a lot of people just hang out." He also

marked the thoughts of the area with a mention of the big arts festival that used to take

place there. Celebration. Ana just said "it was really nice because nobody leaves lots of

trash around."

One of the most talked about green spaces outside of the quad areas was a

secluded garden area between the life sciences building and the greenhouse. .'\na felt it

was "a nice place to draw." William said he just wished the area were larger. John said

this area showed that Eastern sometimes takes a "great amount of pride in their garden

and landscaping." Victoria said, "it's really prett> . 1 like the greenhouse, which is right
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Photograph 13

North Quad

Photograph 14

Panther Express
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nexl to il. the flowers when lhe> bloom are really nice and the trees when thc> have

leaves on them." She said she al\\a\s cut through this area of campus when she could.

W illiam made sure to photograph the campus pond. He said, "i took this picture

because I like to just go there and I like to sit there and watch the water. It's a great

place for students to get awa> from their busy life on campus.""

One more place that is not so much noted as green space hut for being particularly

nice looking is the newl\ opened commemorative brick court) ard (p. 53. Photograph 4).

N'ictoria simply said, "it's important because it's prett>
."" She added. il"s nice and neat

and new looking. Il"s a focal point of campus."" Jeff not onh knew he liked it because of

its appearance, he felt that it was important that the institution would "leave out a section

of campus and use il for memor}.""

Athletics

Athletics was a recurring theme for many of the participants in this stud> . For

some the important part was how they could exercise and for others it was that they could

watch Eastern sporting events.

Jeff photographed the tennis courts east of Andrews hall and said, "you see lots of

people out there."" He also had a photograph of the east side of the Lantz

g>Tnnasium/recreation center complex including the outdoor basketball courts. Referring

to the basketball courts. Jeff said. "I like playing ball there. 1 still pla\ ball there today.""

Marissa said the "Rec center"" is "a good place to go when >ou"re stressed to go to work

out."" Ana said of the "Rec center"" that she generally doesn"t go there but that it is

important to a lot of students.
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Marissa and William both agreed that they liked going to athletic events and made

sure to get a shot ofO'Brian Stadium, where the Eastern Illinois { jiiversitN football and

track meets are held. Ana look a picture of the softball field because it is near where she

lives and the loud chatter of the players often disturbs her in her room.

1 he Arts

The arts received a meager representation b\ the participants but some of them

made sure to point out things that were important to them, fhere were several mentions

of particular art and the larble An Center.

Ana made sure to photograph the two bowl-like sculptures outside of Coleman

hall (p. 55. Photograph 6). When giving her explanation of the photograph she explained

the meaning that they are supposed to represent students entering and leaving college,

one is empt> and one is full. Students enter college void of knowledge and leave full.

.\na felt that this was kind of a fun thing to have on campus. John discussed several

sculptures and what he felt they represented about the institution, fhe various sculptures

carved into the outside of the physical sciences building represented to John, the

attempted blending of the arts and sciences. Even more symbolic is the new sculpture in

front of the west side of the Buzzard building. John said that it "shows that the campus is

tr\ing to bring the arts in but they've sort of watered it down by spreading it out

ever\ where. 1 mean this is across the street from the tine arts building but the gallen.'

[1 able .'\rts Center] is 3 blocks away."

.Ana also mentioned the 1 arble .Art Center and how she appreciated all the art

shows in this gallen.. especially the student shows.
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Campus Services

There were numerous suhjecls of the photographs b\ each participaiu that

depicted services ottered at the umversit\ that the\ t'eh were important to their

experiences or to the students in general. I hese places that services are ottered were the

Triad computer lab. textbook rental, financial aid. Universit} Police Department, health

ser\ices. Subway, coffee express, panther express, bookstore, women's resource center.

Booth House, counseling center, and the Christian Campus house

i he first picture Victoria talked about was the Triad computer lab. She said it

was the biggest computer lab on campus and that lots of people go there to type papers

and check or write e-mail. E-mail, she explained, was especially important to students

because it is how many students keep in touch with their families. \\ illiam commented

on the building itself saying. "1 think they did a great job remodeling the building without

rebuilding the structure."

Textbook rental was a service located within Pemberton hall that was

photographed several times. Regarding the service. Victoria said that she liked not

having to buy her books and that "it's good for the students." William was more pointed

about the service in relation to his own experience saying, "it's one of the reasons I came

here." John agreed that it was great service but he took his photograph from an oblique

angle because the service is not as perfect as the administration would like you to believe.

He says there are problems like "not enough books to go around."

Financial aid was also the subject of John"s scorn. He also took this picture on an

angle because while he felt it was a valuable and necessan,- service, "they like to make

life a hassle for students." Victoria was also pretty pessimistic about the t>pe of serxice
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offered there. She said that it was "imponant hut not loved hy the students" however,

"you have to go there."

University l^tlice Department (UIM)) was another service with pessimistic views

as to the quaht> of the ser\ice. Victoria sa>s. "they supposed!) keep the campus sate and

that's where you go to buy your parking permit or pa\ your parking tickets." Ana went

on about how she felt that the permits and tickets were simply overpriced. John talked

about the UPD and the parking situation together. He took a picture of the UPl) building.

an upward angled shot of a staff parking sign, and a lowered angled shot of a student

parking sign. He said he was tr\ing to show how he feels that " the staff general 1> look

down at the students." He also said the lack of underclassmen parking show s that "the

school doesn't listen to our needs."

Several people mentioned health services. William felt that he liked it because

the prescriptions were "cheap" and added, "it just looks like a medical building... 'cause

of all the white." Victoria also said it was great that there were "cheap prescriptions."

John said, "it's something that the school is fairly proud of but the building is run down."

Subway was only photographed by Marissa. However she said it is "the best

place on campus to eat and it's a great hangout place."

Marissa and Ana both expressed their appreciation of the Coffee Express.

Marissa said that the cappuccinos helped her study for many a test. Ana said Coffee

Express had great coffee and advised, "bring your own cup. it only $.27."

Panther express (p. 64. Photograph 14) was in several photographs. .\na said that

the idea of the bus service was great but she mentioned the problems of being "hit on by

the driver" and that you have to wait a long time to get a ride. John also agreed that it
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was a great idea. Marissa said. ""I think this epitomizes what freshman year is all about

because most people don"l have a car so lhe\ get to lake the lovel\ blue bird."""

\iolh Marissa and .'\na again made sure to mention the bookstore. .\na mosth

said it was over priced but due to the lack of availability of art supplies in the area she

was forced to shop there. Marissa said she utilized it a lot and that it was a "great place.""

She added that the> "alwaNs had ever>thing I needed."

Only Victoria photographed the Women's Resource Center. She explained the

importance of the photograph saying, "it is important for us to have things like the

Women's Resource Center and the minorit\ affairs office... because it represents that the

university cares enough to have it there."" She said it is ver\ important to those who

utilize it but it truly "is a really untapped resource."

Victoria was also the one to mention the Booth House. Booth House is the

building the honors program is housed in and according to Victoria the\ offer a great

many services to the honors students including a computer lab and individualized

counseling outside the resources of the counseling center on campus. 1 hese efforts and

this building help represent for Victoria how the university really tries to attract top-notch

students, at least for the Honors Program.

The Counseling Center was realh' onl) mentioned b>' Ana. She said that it was

important because it provided numerous services and educational programs for the

students.

Christian Campus house was photographed b\ Marissa alone and technicalh sits

just off the southwest comer of campus b>' Lawson hall. However, she made it clear that
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it had plaved a ver> important role during her first year at Eastern Illinois I'niversitx.

She said. "I teel lolalK comt'ortahle there."

I'lireK Symbolic Photographs

A number of the photographs were taken because the\ represented something tor

the photographer and not because the subject itself was parlicularh important. Ihese

were wide and varied in subject trom half buried bathtubs to a pothole in the road.

\ictoria photographed a double recycling can structure on the east side of

campus. She explained that the cans in themselves were not particularh important but

that they were ""a representation of the general recycling on campus."

Ana took a photograph of the sign in front of Old Main on the north side. 1 or her

it represented the fact that campus is generally outdated. She said, "this is what you first

see besides the castle when you come to Eastern. You look at it and sa> . wow. the> re

stuck in the 60"s."

\\illiam photographed a subject that he felt represented campus folklore. He look

a picture of a little memorial plaque to a campus stray dog named "Napoleon." William

said, regarding the piece of folklore. '"! think ever> campus should have something like

this... something everybody can scrutinize about."

He also took a photograph of a blackened area of grass just west of laylor hall

where the Homecoming bonfire is held annually. He explained that Homecoming was

important to Greek students and students in residence halls in general and the week of

events "brings a lot of unity and spirit to Eastern."

John was definiteh the most symbolic photographer of the participants in this

stud>-. He photographed a pair of bathtubs that were half buried and had plants in them.
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John said it represented "the old recycling of the campus, stuff is used over and over

again."

Ihe Campus hnprovements Underway sign was the symbolic subject of another

of .lohn pictures. He explained that "F^astenrs proud of the fact that they are refurbishing

those buildings but they never get done on time. it"s sort of a slanted view again."

Similarly he photographed a large and deep pothole in the entrance to the Iriad

emergency lane that he said had been there for over 2 years. He again said, "the campus

doesn"t get things done in a hurr\.""

1 he ash can .lohn photographed represented the problems in landscaping for him

as well as the fact that there are a lot of smokers on campus. He said, "this ash tra\ 1

guess it is. looks fairly clean, fhe grass is green and ever>'thing, there just is an

astronomical amount of cigarette butts around."

1 he final representational photograph for John was one of a toilet. He explained

it by saying, "this is sort of symbolic because even, once in a while the campus looks like

a toilet." lurthermore. he added. "It's looking down. The administration is looking

down at the campus and has an opinion that the aesthetics are ver>' important but yet it

delays the work."

The importance of Physical Environment to 1 heir Own Experience

All the participants agreed that the physical campus environment, including the

physical layout, landscaping, and architecture, was not only generalh important to

students" experiences but specifically to their own experiences as well. Ihere were,

however, a varier\' of reasons wh\- the> felt it was important.
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.letT explained that the landscape was what helped to brinu him to f^astern Illinois

Universit> . He said, "the landscape, the way the campus is laid out. it made me want to

be here in a sense, it made me want to walk around, it made me want to hang out, it made

me want just to be a pari of it." He went on to explain that he was happy with the

ph\sical campus environment because if he wasn't he would not have wanted to slay at

Eastern Illinois University.

I he layout was another aspect of the environment that was mentioned as being

important to the participants" experiences. Marissa said, "I really think the physical

campus environment or the physical layout of Eastern is really important because of the

easy access to all the different buildings on campus and the ability to go anywhere on

campus w ithin ten minutes."" ihis was an important issue for her as a freshman because

she explained that it helped her to feel comfortable in the environment because she was

able to get to know it well. William also specifically mentioned how he liked being able

to walk out his door and be within a few minutes of class.

Ana felt that the physical environment set her up for the services that she needed

to be available to her such as health service. She said without these physical things "she

would not have as good a relationship with the school."" Ana also said there was great

value in the residence halls because of the natural communitv activities that take place

there. Ana said, "with the residence halls. that"s the whole difference between a

community college and a 4 year college is that they have the residence halls and you live

there and you become part of the community at the school through those physical

buildings.""
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William and Victoria focused on the appearance of the landscaping, the look, and

the la\oul of the campus in regards to the importance and relevance to their own

experiences. Victoria said, "the universit> . the school, the college you go to rellects hack

on \ou"" especialh when guests such as parents are visiting." She went on to sa> . "it

means something to me about what m\ school looks like."" Ana said she tends to show

people the places she is proud of because of their especially well-done landscaping or

nice architecture such as Pemberton hall. Old Main, and McAfee gymnasium. Arnx also

said that lots of times she thinks people are not proud of P^astern because there are a lot of

unattractive buildings. Sometimes these buildings simply belie the activity that aclualh

goes on in that area, such as the Triad.

The positive appearance lends itself to school spirit. Ana said. "I think when you

are walking around a place that"s beautiful, that has realh nice looking buildings it makes

you feel good to be there and it makes you feel like you're good enough to be there,""

William was talking about when the campus looks nice and said. "I just think it improves

the students attitude about how they feel, when they go to class and when the> come out.""

.iohn spoke mosth about the mixed messages he feels the campus sends out. He

said, "even, once in a while on a nice spring day or a nice autumn day. I'll be walking

around and be like this is a really "nice campus." I hey realh' lake good care of it. just

aesthetically. The grounds crew does a great job with the flowers and all the different

areas they have around." .Iohn feels that this is somewhat of a fallacy and often onl\ a

surface message because they take on projects that gel delayed and often hinder rather

than help the lives of the students, fhey are more concerned about bringing in new

people than they are taking care of the students the> currenlh have.
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Conclusion

The participants photographed nearly ever\ developed piece of the laslern

Illinois I 'niversity campus including the buildings, green space and intentional and

unintentional figures of institutional symbolism. rhe> did not always have a lot to say

about each area but the\ made it clear they are very aware of their ph>sical surroundings

and wh> lhe\ are important to students in general and to their own personal experience.

rhe> recognize the message of both what the administration attempts to do and what thy

fail to do or complete. B> their own admission, the physical campus environment is what

brought them to the Eastern Illinois University campus, it is what makes them feel

comfortable while lhe\ are here, and is what they are proud of or discouraged with

depending on the particular aspect or physical area.
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CHAPTFR V

ANALYSIS Ol 1 INDINGS IN CHAPI l-R IV

M\ own view is that there is no one. correct way to

conduct all campus planning. 1 believe each college and

universitx has something special about it. design features

that deserve discover)

.

Richard Dober

(l)ober. 1997. p. 4)

Introduction

Each of the participants took a various number of photographs that were

important to their specific college experience. The freshman participant. Melissa, took

onh about half of her allotted photographs because she said that she ran out of things that

stood out to her as important. All the pictures she took were ver> literal and directly

related to her own experience so far on campus from her activities involvement and social

life to her academics. Victoria and Ana also talked about their involvement on campus

and in the halls through their pictures of the hall lobb> or hall council. Each participant

seemed to have particular places that were special to them, .leff made sure to photograph

particular basketball courts where he played ball with friends and 1 aylor lobby where he

met and hung out with a lot of friends. Ana is an Art minor and so felt that the art studio

and tine art gallerx were particularh important to her experience.

The student experience may have been different or perceived differenth h\ each

participant but when these experiences and various important places are looked at

together they create a montage of the entire campus. Ihe students are ver> aware of their

environment and were able to verbalize all that they know and understand about the

physical campus and the institution overall.
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Residence Halls

It is clear that the students value the residence halls from their extensive number

ot" photographs of residence halls the\ lived in and even those the\ didn't live in. I he

students pointed out some buildings for their beaul\ and others simply for the activities

and people contained w ithin.

Pemberton hall (p. 50. I'hotograph 2) was recognized as a special building unto

itself for its old Jacobian Ciothic architecture, unique design, and statewide distinction of

being the oldest all women's residence hall in the State of Illinois. Students appreciate

the fact that it stands out as unique and distinguished.

Stevenson hall (p. 53. Photograph 4) was photographed because it too stands out

as the highest building in the county, much less on campus, fhis fact was again

recognized and embraced because a distinguished building helps to strengthen the

campus and overall institution (Yahres & Knight. 1995; Brase. 1987-1988).

Residence halls such as Weller hall (p. 50. Photograph I ). Cannan hall. I aylor

hall. I homas hall. Andrews hall, and Lawson hall (p. 53. Photograph 3) were

photographed for the activities that take place inside or the people that live there, fhese

were experiential-based photographs. I'hey are important to the participants because the>

have experienced positive things there or they perceive the average student gains a

valuable experience there such as Cannan hall and the freshmen year experience. The

participants spoke of the important role of the front desks, the RAs. and the hall councils.

Ihe> also mentioned the interaction of the residents in such places as the bathrooms.

Clearly, the residential community plays a crucial role in the lives of students

whether they lived in a particular building or not. Students interact and live with many
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new people and often get involved in a true residential communit\' in one capacity or

another, from hall council to a desk worker job.

Value of Appearance

The participants referred to numerous photographic subjects that were important

to them because of aspects of the subjects' ph>sical appearance. I he students recognized

old versus new architecture and the value of a well-planned campus layout and decorative

landscaping. 1 hey understand what campus beauty looks like and that the> not onh

enjoy the aesthetics but realize its positive affects on people.

Old Main (p. 55. ['holograph 5) was a popular building to point out because it is

so distinguished. The participants feel it is important because its beaut\ . individualism

and location at the front of campus make it the quintessential institutional icon, fhey

recognized that the building's architecture was old and unique amongst the other

architecture in the Central Illinois geographic region.

Pemberton hall (p. 50. Photograph 2) was yet another building focused on for its

old and distinguished architecture and overall attractive physical nature, fhe participants

made sure to point out that which is different or unique about each place if there was

an\lhing. I he students see the beaut> that exists on campus and are quick to point out

where it is and where it is lacking.

Ihe McAfee main branch of the current library (p. 60. Photograph ^) and the

Booth librar\ (p. 60. Photograph 10) were both spoken of as t\vo very attractive works of

architecture. W illiam even recognized the gothic architecture of Booth Library and said

it was the best looking building on campus next to Old Main.
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I'inalK the quads (p. 53. Photograph 3: p. 61 . Photograph 1 2: p. 64. Photograph

1 3). the green space, and the landscaping were described in terms of their obvious beaut\

.

.Students appreciated loved the \va\ the quads were laid out and planted with lush green

grass and tall shade trees. 1 he\ described how wonderful the trees and flowers were

when they were in bloom.

The participants" own description and discussion lends itself to two major benefits

of campus beaur\. One benefit of having a beautiful campus is that the attractiveness

makes people fee! better about their school and their attendance. In turn, campus beaut\

raises campus pride and school spirit. The other benefit is that a campus's appearance

reflects back on the students so a beautiful campus again makes a student proud of where

they are and more likely to speak highly of the institution to potential students, family,

and friends. Ana explained that the way the campus looks reflects back on you so when

parents or friends are visiting she tends to only point out the places on campus she deems

most attractive. Jeff said that the landscape not onh helped him make his decision to

come to Eastern Illinois University, but "the landscape, the way the campus is laid out. it

made me want to be here in a sense, it made want to walk around, it made me want to

hang out. it made me want just to be a part of it." in addition. Ana and William agreed

that beautiful sections of the campus made the students" spirits soar whether the\' were

laying in the grass, playing ball, or just walking to and from classes.

The other aspect of appearance is the idea of campus icons. Students not only

recognize these symbols for their own experience: they understand w hat other people

generally see as well.
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The students realize that Old Main is the chosen and proven icon tor the

LiniversitN tor its natural distinction hut also because it serves as the heart ot the campus.

housing both the administration including the president's office and the admissions

office, the place where students start their journey toward their degree.

I'inally. the participants pointed out how other items become icons simph tor the

reason that the> are seen so often in relation to the university such as the blue sign in

front of Old Main that sa>s "[^astern Illinois University"' and the Stevenson Tower.

Whafs Inside I'hat Matters

As with many of the residence halls, many other buildings and places are

important because otthe action that is fostered or contained inside. Students have the

abilit> to see beyond the beauts' or lack thereof and recognize that what happens in that

particular place helps constitute its value.

Buildings or areas recognized for their inner activity outside of the afore

mentioned residence halls include Old Main (p. 55. Photograph 5). Coleman hall (p. 55.

Photograph 6). the physical sciences building, the Martin I.uther King Jr. Universit>

Union (p. 61. Photograph 1 1 ). and the quad spaces (p. 53. Photograph 3: p. 61.

Photograph 12; p. 64. Photograph 13). Ihe main reason people cited for photographing

non-residential buildings on campus was because they had attended or believed students

in general had taken classes there.

Coleman hall was the most photographed building amongst all the man\ subjects

the participants had. rhe> all agreed that the building was not the most attractive in

appearance and even said it was old and kind of run down looking. However, they said it
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was importanl because the> had taken several it not many classes there. Ireshmen have

to go to this building because nian\ of the required core classes are held there.

Similarly, the physical sciences building was mentioned b\ .\na and .left' because

of the classes the\ had taken there. It became important to their experiences because the\

could look back and remember the specific class or classes the> had attended including

the classroom, the people in the class, the professor, and much of the subject matter.

Old Main has already been explained as being important for the departments and

offices contained within, such as admissions and the Vice-President for Student .Xffairs

office.

The Universit> Union (p. 61. Photograph 1 1 ) is admittedly an interesting building

with the walkway connecting the east and west sides however, it was the many activities,

offices, and services offered inside that the students talked about. Whether it was a

service offered or a previous job held there, the University Union was explained to be

important.

Jeff talked about the many events he attended in the Union ballrooms with friends

as well as the job he had held in Catering Services. Ana and Marissa focussed much

more on the services available to them in the Union like the bookstore, the great coffee of

Coffee Express, and the food of Subway. Victoria thought it was the Women's Resource

Center that added value to the building. No matter what the service it is what is inside

that matters when referring to the University Union.

finally, the quads that were mentioned for their beauty were also talked about

because of the opportunity to meet and hang out with people. Students like to pla> sports

in these areas. The trees allow for shaded rest while the open spaces allow for games and
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sun bathing opportunities. 1 he beauty ofthcse spaees is not the onl\ attraetion. it's the

interaetion among people that ean oeeur there as well.

Where I'eople Congregate

A crucial part ot'the campus design and la\out is providing places where people

can congregate. The participants often mentioned that certain places were exceplionalh

open to students congregating.

Outside ofColeman (p. 5S. Photograph 7) is a ver> noticeable area where students

congregate. At man\ limes throughout the da\ man> students can be seen congregating

in the passage between Lumpkin and Coleman halls. This area serves as a natural

crossroads between the residential area of south quad and the academic buildings.

Coleman and l.umpkin halls. It is also where people go between classes to smoke, get

some air. or just talk to people the\ know who are out there.

Victoria explained that the women's bathrooms serve a similar function for

women to hang out and converse. It is a place where many women spend a lot of time

getting ready to go out so it seems somewhat natural that this space would promote

conversation. Ihis interaction may range from feedback on appearances to sympath\ for

a current personal problem. Ihis conversation is important to these people and so such

places become vital to their experiences.

Residence halls are especialh prominent areas for people to come together. .A.na

said, ""with the residence halls, that's the whole difference between a community college

and a 4 year college is that they have the residence halls and > ou live there and you

become part of the community at the school." The residence hall lobbies specitlcalh are

natural places for people to come together with such attractions as pool tables, video
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games, and a common television. I hey come tor the items available and often sta\' for

the spontaneous interaction. I he hall councils also make use ol'this space and turther

promote the interaction ot the residents there. The space is further promoted as a

common area oi interaction b\ the use of the residence hall slat f who often can be seen

programming in the lobb> space.

The Martin Luther King Jr. l'niversit> Union (p. 61. Photograph I I ) has a large

inside area \\ ith many services that naturalh draw people. I here are also large and small

meeting rooms and large ballrooms that host a vast number of student organization and

programmed events. The events encourage the coming together of students and thus

promote interaction.

Ihe quad spaces (p. 53. Photograph 3; p. 61. Photograph 12; p. 64. Photograph

13) have been discussed at length as to the importance of their open space for students to

get together, fhe participants explained that students come to hang out with friends,

meet new people, and play sports together.

I he Lantz Ciymnasium recreation center is another place where people congregate

on campus, it is natural that people would come together at this sports complex because

man\ people like to exercise and there are extensive athletic services offered there. Even

if a student is there as an individual to work out it is likely they will interact with

someone else while the\ are there, fhe Lantz gymnasium recreation center is also a

place where people plan to meet to play indoor sports together such as volleyball,

basketball, or aerobics.

Students come together for a variety of reasons but whatever the reason might be.

these interactions are important and should be encouraged b\ the campus design and
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layout. Ihe spaces that allow tor such spontaneous interaction outside the classroom are

somewhat limited. Ihe ph\sical spaces on campus that actualK promote such interaction

are limited to a tew benches and places that have a ledge where people sil down an\ way.

These interactions facilitate the learning process that needs to lake place outside the

classroom and there needs to be an institutional commitment to provide more ot these

people spaces.

The Artwork

Several of the participants were appreciative of the art that existed on campus but

also recognized that the amount of art on campus was minimal. Ihe art the\ pointed out

were the main sculptures on campus including the bowls in front of Coleman hall (p. 55.

photograph 6) and "Meridian 3." the recently installed modem sculpture in front of

Buzzard building. The art gallerv . Tarble .A.rts Center, was also mentioned for the art and

various shows contained within. The participants did fail to mention one of the most

important and unique sculptures on campus, the female basketball player located outside

of the Lantz Gymnasium. They also did not mention the various photographs and

paintings located throughout the campus buildings, however minimal, such as the large

picture of Martin Luther King Jr. in the MLK Jr. llniversit> Union.

The placement of artwork creates the perfect opportunity to meet the ever

important need for cultural representation on campus. 1 he cultural representation is often

ver> lacking. Ihe MLK Jr. picture in the Union is a good example of this representation

but other examples are limited at best.

Clearly the students seem to recognize that art exists on campus and they

appreciate that which is there. While the> don't necessarih sta\ aware of all the artwork
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that there is. they do realize that overall the amount of campus art is ven. minimal and

inadequate.

The (ireen Space

Students clearh valued the spaces outside where the\ could relax and be alone or

hang out with other people. The) know what is great about these places and wh\ thc\ are

attracted to them.

I he participants explained that it was the abilit> to relax that made these spaces

such as the quads, garden area, and campus pond, great places to stud> and be with

friends. The) noted that they appreciated the spaces that were clean. It seemed they

were also very aware of proxemics. noting that the north and library quads were

particularly beautiful because of where the trees were and that the south quad lent itself to

sports because the trees were around the perimeter. I urthennore. when talking about

their pictures, the participants often explained locations and purpose of different places or

buildings in reference to another place, lor example, the south quad was described in

reference to the all-male, all-female, and co-ed residence halls that surround its south

side.

The students know their surroundings, where things are themselves and in relation

to each other. I'hey even recognize where trees are placed, fhis means that every detail

of a campus plan or institutional renovation must be carefully considered in terms of

proxemics and available use in order to keep the purpose of that space as it was planned

(Turner. 1987-1988).
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The Message the Physical Campus Environment Sends.

Another important element that institutions and campus planners need lo he ver\

aware of is that students are ver> cognizant ot meaning and the messages that certain

buildings or other physical features portray. These messages are both from intended

items like Old Main and less intentional items like the run down appearance of a

particular facility such as Coleman hall.

Old Main (p. 55. Photograph 5) was described by the participants in terms of how

it stood for what he institution represented, it contains the administration and stands out

as distinguished and noble. It is the heart of the campus, fhis is not an accident because

the original administrators of the campus chose the building for what it would mean to

people who observed it and attended Eastern (Small. 1999).

John carefully explained how the new-looking buildings such as Lumpkin hall (p.

58. Photograph 8) represented money and this money shows an institutional support not

only for the building but for what takes place in that building, in Lumpkin hall that is

mostly business or administration t\'pe activities according to .lohn. I he older and more

run-down buildings such as Coleman hall (p. 55. Photograph 6) show less of an

institutional commitment to the building and what takes place inside. In Coleman hall

this means the traditional English and other Humanities classes.

fhe landscape shows a dedication to make the university a great place to be when

it is done well. However, when a lawn isn"t mowed for a while or a broken tree branch

lies in the same place for a couple of weeks the positive message is ver> quickly

undermined. The positive impact of a beautiful landscape is easily overshadowed by

other negative messages like delayed construction projects.
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It is also important to note that other items become symbols to the students which

the>' et't'eet. Old Main is set up to be representational tor evervone but students chose

man\ other svmbols for themselves, both positive and negative. The recvcling cans

become a svmbol for the dedication of the campus to recycling. The blue Ell ' sign in

front of Old Main becomes a svmbol for how the campus seems like much of it is behind

the times and stuck in the 1960"$. The Eastern Improvements I Inderway signs become

symbols for change; not onh positive change but also an unending barrage of delayed

work and student inconveniences. Parking signs become symbols for University Police

and their preoccupation with parking difficulties and other various hoops tor students to

jump through.

This individual creation of symbolism needs to be considered when a campus

planner or administrator looks at the institution's campus because everything has

potential symbolism to students. Administrators and planners need to be aware of the

message their work is sending as well as the finished product they are creating.

Students Know the Facts

One of the reasons that consulting the students is not made a priorit> is probably

due to the fact that it is assumed that students are not generally aware of the their campus

environment and its specifications or unique facts, fhey know campus distinctions and

other various important facts about the campus.

The students are aware of the architectural styles and differences. William

pointed out the Jacobian Gothic architecture of Pemberton hall (p. 50. Photograph 2) and

.lohn noted the Gothic architecture of the Booth I.ibran. (p. 60. Photograph 10). .lohn
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also pointed out the architectural differences between the older Coleman hall (P. 55.

Photograph 6) and the modern Lumpkin hall (p. 58. Photograph 8).

John explained that Pemherton hall was the second oldest building on campus.

Victoria made sure to mention that Pemberton was the oldest all-female residence hall in

the state of Illinois.

Students retain these facts tossed around in viewbooks and by tour guides.

Campus planners need to give credit where it is due rather than assuming students don"t

know or care what is going on around them, if given the chance students can tell

administrators what they think is important about the physical campus.

rhe Freshman Experience

While there was onh one freshman student amongst the seven participants. I

think it is important to note that her photographs are the only set that focused soleh on

her own specific experience. 1 he other participants all made generalizations as to what

students fmd important to their experiences on campus such as Carmen hall or Greek

Court but Marissa only described those things with which she had been in personal

contact. This observation suggests that as students get more experience on campus they

become increasingly more aware of not only what is important to their own experience

but that of students in general as well.

The Student Impact

Students can actually impact the outcome of campus planning if they act together

and become very vocal. .As Victoria alluded to. the students had a big impact on the

future of Pemberton hall (p. 50. Photograph 2) when they decided to speak out against
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change. I'he administration was considering making the I'emberton hall, currently the

oldest all female residence hall in the slate of Illinois, a co-ed honor student hall because

the number of honor students exceeded the capacit\ of McKinney hall, the current honor

student residence hall (Irvine, l'^'^'^). Due to the overwhelming student voice in

opposition to the change in open meetings during fall I99S. the administration decided it

was not worth pursuing at that time. I he students agreed that Pemberlon hall was

designed to be an all-female residence hall and should remain the historic land mark that

it is (Irvine. 1999).

Students don't always speak up about things the\ think are important but clearly

when the> do they can make a difference. I his also suggests that student opinion is

important and influential. I his study gives all the more reason for campus planners to

consult students before expensive changes and innovations are set into motion.

Conclusion

The participant response was comprehensive in terms of the coverage of the

buildings and utilized spaces at Eastern Illinois L'niversity. fogether student participants

covered all the main aspects of the entire institution, fhe students showed they are

know ledgeable about what creates a positive space or message and what portrays

negative messages or unpleasant space, fhey understand their surroundings and what

about them are important to their own experiences as well as to students in general. I hey

know campus history and folklore such as the story of the stray dog. Napoleon, the theme

of the bowl sculptures b> Coleman hall (p. 55. Photograph 6). and even the architectural

structures and unique facts about the campus. With this taken into consideration along

with the idea that the physical campus is what attracts them to the institution and keeps
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them happ\ to he there, it seems only logical that students should play a much more

serious role in the campus planning process than the casual town meeting.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

The American college and universit\ campus lo me

is a three-dimensional work of an. parliciilarK when we

discover, define, and articulate those unique characteristics

that give an inslitulit)n the ph\sical distinction it deserves.

Richard Dober

(Dober. 1997. p. 6)

Keller ( 1998) wrote. "
I oo much ottoda> "s -empirical" higher education research

consists of abstracted ann-chair and computer findings. Actual observation of campus,

practices, norms, and behavior needs to increase, and does the use ot the senses in

research"" (pp. 275-276). 1 believe that Keller"s sentiment is not onl> the basis for the

methodology I employed but also the backbone of the reason for the study as well. I truly

believe in the idea that to understand what is best for the students we need to ask the

students. My high school English teacher always said the rule of thumb for writing was

to write what you know. Despite whatever level of development we are at we each know

ourselves best so wh\ not trust the students to know what they like on a campus and what

their needs may be? I he same should apply to the campus improvements and master

plan. If the students are truh made the reason of why the institution exists than student

perceptions and needs should be properly and extensively assessed before, during, and

after the campus improvement and renovation processes.

The process of choosing one institution over another is interwoven with the

impression those students and their families have of the ph>sical en\ ironmenl including

such details as the architecture, landscape, traffic flow . or even a panicular fountain or

piece of artwork (\ahres & Knight. 1995). I he academic values and vision are

intricateh dependant on the development of the ph\sical campus en\ ironmenl (Brase.
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1987-1988). If the physical campus environment is what brings students to campus and it

is crucial to the academic mission than the campus planning process that creates or

amends that en\ ironment clearh needs to he taken ven. serioush. W hen the process is

taken serioush it will address all the needs of constituent stakeholders. Institutional

mission statements generalK lend themselves in some regard to the guidance ot students

toward academic and future success in life. Ihis makes the students the number one

constituencx in regards to campus planning. It is important to consider the needs of

facult> . staff, and the surrounding communit\ but at the center of the process should be

the students for \\ hich the institution was created.
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Reflexive Photography Project
Background Survey

Please fill oil! the lollow iny^ torni wiili ihc appropriate intomiation for each

caiesiory as relates lo you The purpose of this form is simply to unJerstanJ the make-up

of my pariicipalinsi study group. However, to protect your anonymity you may choose an

alias for which voii may he referred to as in the report.

Name:

Alias (you would like to be referred to as in the report)!

Gender:

Ethnic Classification:

Year in School:

Hometown

GPA:

Major:

Minor(s):

Other Colleges Attended (If any):

Extracurricular Activities:

Future plans:
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Reflexive Photography Project
The Assignment

Please use the eamenis provided (o take pietures of physieal

locations, places, or huildiniis that you feel are of the i^reatest importance in

their own ri<^ht or allow for or facilitate the actions or hehaviors thai are

especially connected to your experience on this college campus. Please note

the time. date, subject, location and any other pertinent information about

each shot as you take them in the notebook provided. When you are finished

please return the cameras to Peter Smith as soon as possible. Folhnrini^ the

development ofthe photographs you will be asked to participate in a follow

up interview to further explain what each picture subject is about and why

you took each shot. Thank you for your time and effort. Please feel free to

call with questions at any time at 3796(office) or 3696(home}.
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Reflexive Photography Project
Research Protocol

Thank yon for participalinii in my Maslcr 's thesis research pro/eel. With the

Master plan for campus renovations currently under way I think it is vital that we ^et

student perspectives as to what is physically important on the Eastern Illinois University

campus )'ou are heiny, asked to help siive this feedback by taking pictures of the places

or locations that are important m themselves or allow for or facilitate an important

student experience to occur on this canipius l^lease keep in mind the followiny, i^uidelines

lis \()u embark on this project.

Due to the impact that pictures can have and the tact that pictures are admissible

in a court otiaw please do not take pictures that would demonstrate laws or people's

privacy being violated.

Examples of things you would want to steer away from include:

People consuming drugs or alcohol

People in obvious states of intoxication

People breaking campus, slate or federal policies or laws

People participating in morally or ethically questionable acts

If >ou plan to include people in your pictures for whatever reason:

rr> to ask their permission

If people ask. feel free to tell them about the project

if >ou don't get their pennission. don't take the picture

if you ever feel stuck or have questions about the project feel free to contact me at

3796 (office) or 3696 (home).

Once again thank you for being willing to participate in this project and I hope

you enjoy what I think will be a ver>- interesting stud\

.

NOW GO and take those pictures!
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